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Abstract

Nurse practitioner (NP) roles within hospital teams are evolving worldwide. However, understanding of their practice within the context of interprofessional (IP) teamwork remains limited. This two-phase study undertaken within Ontario, Canada provides a new multi-perspective understanding of the value of NP practice within IP hospital teams. Constructivist grounded theory, a modification of the classic methodology, guided an interpretive approach based in exploration of process and meaning construction, privilege and power exposure, and juxtaposition with extant theory. A conceptual rendering of NP practice was determined through supplemental analysis of 30 team member focus groups. This new perspective emerged as three practice foci: easing others’ workload, holding patient care together, and evolving practice. Phase two substantiated and expanded the team member rendering through exploration of perceptions of 17 hospital-based (HB) NPs, exposure of privilege and power influences, and congruence with theoretical aspects of IP teamwork and collaboration. The study offers four new discoveries: a team perspective framework of HB NP practice, dimensions of the HB NP role position within hospital teams, explanation of why HB NP role clarity remains elusive, and an emerging theory of HB NP IP practice. The emerging theory illuminates three practice foci that are distinct yet hold relationships of interest: evolving NP role and advancing the specialty, focus on team working, and holding patient care together. The emerging theory provides understanding of HB NP actions deemed of value within IP teams and identifies the HB NP role as pivotal in promoting IP work. The study provides pragmatic and useful new knowledge that is of interest to NPs, healthcare providers, hospital leaders, and academics. The categories provide foci that may aid in assessing needs, envisioning role enactment or change, and considering role outcome measures. Sub-categories emphasize how HB NPs can practice to the full extent of their value, including promotion of IP practice. Privilege and power awareness may aid in effective role integration and conflict resolution. The emerging theory provides a new perspective to enhance NP curricula. Further research may use or test the framework to continue building knowledge of this expanded nursing role.
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<tr>
<td>NP-PHC</td>
<td>Nurse Practitioner – Primary Health Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>Registered Nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN(EC)</td>
<td>Registered Nurse (Extended Class)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Definitions

This thesis employs the following definitions for clarity to promote the establishment of sound knowledge:

**Hospital-based Nurse Practitioner**

Nurse practitioner (NP) is an expert registered nurse prepared educationally at an advanced level to meet clinical competencies, and credentialed to practice within her/his country. Regulatory mechanisms to expand practice beyond general nursing commonly include protection of the title ‘nurse practitioner’, the right to diagnose, authority to prescribe treatment and medication, authority to refer, and authority to admit to hospital (INP/APNN, 2012). The most common healthcare setting for NP role is the community yet some countries support NP roles within hospital settings. The term hospital-based (HB) NP used in this thesis refers to an NP of any credential employed by a hospital to care for patients.

**Interprofessionality**

Interprofessionality is cohesive and interdependent work carried out among members of different professions who hold complementary knowledge and skills (D'Amour, Ferrada-Videla, San Martin-Rodriguez, & Beaulieu, 2005; D'Amour & Oandasan, 2005). The prefix of “inter” indicates collaboration and interdependency between persons (Oandasan & Reeves, 2005) and the suffix “professional” describes a calling that requires intensive academic preparation in specialized knowledge such as medicine, nursing, physiotherapy and others (Oandasan & Reeves, 2005).

**Collaboration**

Collaboration is defined as a process “by which interdependent professionals are structuring a collective action towards patients’ care needs” (San Martín-Rodríguez, Beaulieu, D'Amour, & Ferrada-Videla, 2005, p. 133). Collaboration is described as a process that is essentially interpersonal (D'Amour, et al., 2005) and has a measurable
outcome (Canadian Interprofessional Health Collaborative, 2010; Goldman, Zwarenstein, Bhattacharyya, & Reeves, 2009). Four conceptual terms that describe the collaborative process include coordination, cooperation, shared decision making, and partnerships (Orchard, King, Khalili, & Bezzina, 2011; Sullivan, 1998).

**Teamwork**

Interprofessional teamwork is defined as “work which involves different health and/or social professions who share a team identity and work closely together in an integrated and interdependent manner to solve problems and deliver services” (Reeves, Lewin, Espin, & Zwarenstein, 2010, p. xiv). Teamwork in healthcare reduces duplication, improves coordination, enhances safety, and improves care quality (Reeves, et al., 2010). Conceptual terms related to teamwork in healthcare include: team identity, interdependence integration, shared responsibility, common goals, and open communication (Reeves, et al., 2010; Xyrichis & Ream, 2008).

**References for Definitions**


Chapter 1

1. Introduction

This chapter provides background information that shaped this PhD study. The chapter is divided into five sections. First, the founding events that shaped the study are discussed. Second, the research purpose, and questions are presented. Following this, the research approach is briefly outlined. The study’s original contribution is shared in the next section. The chapter ends in a summary description of the thesis format.

1.1 Shaping of the Study

Three founding events shaped this study. First, participation as a co-investigator of a mixed methods study exploring the integration of specialty nurse practitioners (NP) into the Ontario healthcare system provided a basis for my interest. This study provided a view of the hospital-based (HB) NP role from a new vantage point, the team member. Second, intensive involvement in the political process of advancing NP practice within Ontario while enacting the president role of the provincial NP association enhanced my knowledge of healthcare system needs and the differences offered by community and HB NP roles. Third, the growing political and academic interest in interprofessional (IP) collaboration and teamwork to foster improvement in delivery of healthcare presented an opportunity to examine the HB NP role within this context.

In 2008, I had the opportunity to partner with experienced researchers to explore the NP role as it was enacted within Ontario hospitals. The opportunity was unique since research had predominantly focussed on the role within primary health care, leaving the hospital role less understood. Lack of understanding of the NP role in hospital teams was apparent in my NP practice within these teams. This 18-month research project, funded by the Ontario Ministry of Health, described the nature of the hospital-based NP role with respect to enactment of advanced practice nurse role domains and interactions with team members. The findings suggested NP roles impact provider and patient satisfaction, team
function, patient access to care, and promotion of best practices. In addition, study findings highlighted policy regulation and legislation limitations impacting full specialty NP role implementation. The mixed methods study design produced qualitative data from role observation, focus groups and interviews, and quantitative data from questionnaires and role tracking. The findings from this research can be found in the report to the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long Term Care (van Soeren, Hurlock-Chorostecki, Kenaszchuk, Abramovich, & Reeves, 2009). My involvement in the development of the study protocol, data gathering, and analysis provided me with knowledge that raised new questions. Of greatest interest was the suggestion NP roles may enhance IP care within hospital teams that arose from team member focus group data. The thematic analysis of the focus group data was broad, and focussed on describing the NP role and impact. The focus group data provided a valuable data set worthy of further exploration.

At the same time I had accepted the position of president of the Nurse Practitioners’ Association of Ontario, the professional voice of Ontario’s NPs (Nurse Practitioners' Association of Ontario, 2012). This position provided me with increased knowledge of social and political influences on NP practice within the province and the nation. The presidency period was politically charged. Between 2007 and 2009 three reviews of healthcare professions were completed by the Advisory Council for the Ontario Minister of Health (Health Professions Regulatory Advisory Council, 2007, 2008, 2009) advocating for increased scope of practice of non-physicians, and IP collaboration. During this time, successful political lobbying and media campaigns transformed the vision of the NP in three key manners. The removal of a limited medication list for NP prescribing acknowledged the NP role as a safe and efficient healthcare provider. Regulation of specialty acute care NPs within the extended class of nursing recognized NP role value across the healthcare spectrum. Legislating authority for NPs to admit, treat, and discharge hospital in-patients established NPs with specialist knowledge as appropriate providers of episodic hospital care. Participation in public and political debates furthered my interest in understanding healthcare system needs, particularly within hospital teams, what role the NP could play in meeting these needs, and the power influences challenging role enactment within IP teams.
Provincial advocacy for IP care was strongly advertised with the introduction of the Blueprint for Action (Closson & Oandasan, 2007) and further supported through Ministry of Health reports and newsletters (Health Professions Regulatory Advisory Council, 2008; HealthForceOntario, 2007, 2009). The benefits of IP care, improved use of clinical resources, increased access to healthcare, reduced conflict between healthcare professionals, and improved patient outcomes, quality of care, and safety, were needed to improve healthcare delivery (Closson & Oandasan, 2007; Frank & Brien, 2008; Infante, 2006; Lemieux-Charles, 2006; Litaker et al., 2003; Oandasan et al., 2006; Reason, 2004; Schmitt, 2001; Zwarenstein, Goldman, & Reeves, 2009). The politically supported focus of moving away from silo-practice toward care provided by cohesive, interdependent groups of healthcare professionals (D'Amour, Ferrada-Videla, San Martin-Rodriguez, & Beaulieu, 2005) instilled a drive to gain knowledge of NP role enactment within the context of IP teams.

The events highlighted a problem of interest. The NP role within hospital teams existed in the shadow of the primary health care NP role for decades. Since the 1960s in Ontario, research of community-based NP roles and physician-NP dyads shaped NP education and policy (Appendix A). Comparatively less attention paid to HB NP roles continues to create confusion with role clarity and integration. This led to a curious thought: Employment of NPs within hospitals for greater than a decade suggests the role supports positive outcomes, yet there remains a lack of research on how and why NPs enact their roles within IP hospital teams. The three aforementioned events presented me with the incentive, interest, and opportunity to design a research study to critically explore the NP role within the context of IP hospital teams. My continued NP practice and personal experience in role implementation further my interest in creating new knowledge to meet the changing needs of the healthcare system.

1.2 Research Purpose and Questions

The purpose of this research study was to critically explore the perceived value of the hospital-based nurse practitioner (NP) role maintaining a focus on construction of their practice within the context of interprofessional (IP) hospital teams. The product is beyond
role description and therefore offered as an emerging substantive theory of HB NP IP practice. This study addressed the following research questions:

1. What is the hospital team members’ shared perception of the value of the NP role working within hospital teams, and how does this relate to the NP shared perception?

2. How do the shared perceptions relate to the socio-political influences and position of the NP role within hospital teams?

1.3 Research Approach

The methodology of constructivist grounded theory (CGT) as described by Kathy Charmaz (2006) was used as the guiding approach. Charmaz (2006) reasoned CGT combined theoretical constructs of symbolic interactionism, interpretivism, constructivism, and critical theory to support generation of theory arising from the standpoint of those living the phenomenon thus allowing everyday application. Constructivist GT, a modification of classic GT, supports interpretation, inclusion of the researcher’s view, and comparison with extant theory to create theory (Charmaz, 1990, 2006). The assumptions within CGT, reality as multiple and provisional truths, linkage of facts with values, construction of meanings and processes informed by social contexts, and construction of power creating privilege and inequality, aligned with the research questions.

The research was conducted in two phases. The first phase was a supplementary analysis of team member focus group data acquired in 2009 during the aforementioned study held in Ontario (van Soeren, et al., 2009). The data were explored for team members’ perceptions of value, and power inequities of the NP role within hospital teams. The second phase involved attaining the Ontario HB NP perception of their role value and response to the team member perception. The previous study excluded the HB NP voice. The Research Ethics Board at Western University and the Lawson Research Institute approved the study (Appendix B). The letter of information provided to participants is available in Appendix C.
This study was limited to NPs and team members working as employees within rural and urban community, academic, and northern hospitals in Ontario. The NP participants provided care to hospital in-patients, out-patients, or both. This included emergency departments, specialty clinics, surgical and medical care, and rehabilitation. The NPs worked within established teams such as orthopedic surgery, or across teams as a consulting service such as palliative care. Although the study did not include NPs working in community primary health care, or Long Term Care settings, it did include NPs educated and credentialed as Primary Health Care (PHC), Adult, and Paediatrics.

1.4 Contribution of the Study

This study provides four new contributions to knowledge of the NP role and practice within IP hospital teams. A team perspective framework offers insights into important needs of IP team members, IP tensions, and useful HB NP actions. The emerging HB NP IP practice theory integrates multiple perspectives of HB NP practice with exposed power and privilege, and grounds this with IP theory. The theory provides a pragmatic rendering of HB NP practice within the context of IP hospital teams. The resultant theoretical presentation moves beyond role description and integrates existing theoretical knowledge and conceptualization of IP and NP practice thus providing a new view of NP practice within the complex context of IP. A diagram, dimensions of HB NP role position within IP teams, provides two new contributions. First, the diagram explains the importance of perpetual change within three directions to enable NP role change in response to patient, team, program, and organization system needs. Second, the diagram offers an explanation of why HB NP role clarity has remained elusive. These contributions improve role understanding for practicing NPs, healthcare professionals, hospital leaders, and academics.

1.5 Integrated Article Format

This thesis represents my interpretation of HB NP practice within IP teams. It is based on interpretation of multiple perspectives of HB NP practice, power and privilege influences that enable or disenable effective practice, and congruencies with extant IP theory. The
organization of this thesis is based on the Integrated-Article format regulated by the School of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies at Western University, London, Ontario.

**Chapter 2,** ‘Hospital-based nurse practitioner roles and interprofessional practice: A scoping review’ is the first of three articles. The article is a scoping review of literature from 2008 to 2012 of the NP role within hospital teams completed to provide current understanding of this rapidly evolving role. The literature was mapped to country of origin and then conceptually mapped to 12 key interprofessional terms. One hundred and three abstracts were reviewed; twenty-eight published articles from four countries met the inclusion criteria. Twenty were original research articles representing 16 different studies, and eight were literature reviews. Findings of this review indicate a greater expansion of research on the HB NP role in Canada compared with other countries in this timeframe. Globally, the focus has trended toward exploration of NP role description, outcomes, perception, and integration within hospital teams. A continued concern is the lack of NP role title standardization impacting the ability to build a consistent knowledge base within and across countries. In addition, interprofessional terms used within these papers are inconsistent thus hindering the development of adequate knowledge within this context. In spite of increasing numbers of publications, there remains a limited understanding of the HB NP practice within the context of IP collaboration and teamwork.

**Chapter 3,** ‘The value of the hospital-based nurse practitioner role: Development of a team perspective framework’ is the first of two articles presenting analysis of the data. This article describes analysis of phase one of the research study and answers the initial part of the first research question “What is the hospital team members’ shared perception of the value of the NP role working within hospital teams…”. To gain such an understanding, a supplementary analysis of 30 team member focus groups was completed using CGT methodology to provide a new perspective of the value of NP practice within Ontario, Canada HB IP teams. This conceptual rendering of the team members’ shared perspective of NP actions provides insight into the meaning and importance of the NP role. Participants emphasized the importance of trust to fostering efficacy of three categories of NP practice, easing others’ workload, holding patient care together, and
evolving practice. A team perspective framework of HB NP practice is presented as the first stage in developing a theory of HB NP IP practice within hospitals. Moreover, the framework provides multiple perspectives to the meaning and value of HB NP practice beyond basic role description. Healthcare professionals, hospital leaders, academia, and NPs may use the framework to enhance role respect and understanding.

Chapter 4, ‘Labour saver or building a cohesive interprofessional team: The role of the NP in hospital settings using grounded theory’, the second data analysis article, presents the NP shared perception of their value, explores for convergence and divergence with the team perspective framework presented in chapter three, and juxtaposes findings with IP theory. Seventeen NPs employed within hospital teams across seven Ontario hospitals participated in group and individual interviews. Most NP perceptions substantiated the team perspective. NPs presented alternative priorities, and missing or “invisible” work. A multi-perspective HB NP IP practice framework emerged consisting of three key practice foci (main categories) that form the meaning of HB NP role value (evolve NP role and advance the specialty, focus on team working, and hold patient care together). Eight sub-categories define how HB NPs construct actions within each category (gap vigilance, create and evolve NP role, enable team efficiency, working together, filter and assess knowledge, legitimate voice, knowledge broker for patient and family, and reducing patient/family burden). The category ‘focus on team working’, when juxtaposed with existing IP teamwork theory, illustrated theoretical congruency with IP teamwork and collaboration. Similarity with IP theory suggests HB NPs play a pivotal role in building team cohesiveness and promoting IP work. This chapter answers the second portion of the first research question “how does the team perception relate to the NP perception” and begins to address the second research question “how do the shared perceptions relate to the socio-political influences and position of the NP role within hospital teams”.

Chapter 5, ‘Discussion’, provides an integrated summation of the entire research study. A reconstruction of the imaginative understanding of how and why NPs enact their roles within IP hospital teams forms an emerging theory of HB NP IP practice. The theory emerges from combined knowledge generated from multiple perspectives, exposure of
privilege and power, and grounding with extant IP theory. Summaries of key findings from the team and NP perspectives highlight the diversity of subjective meaning intrinsic to the emerging theory. A critical review of privilege and power contributes to social, political, and economic understanding within the emerging theory. A discussion of privilege addresses the second research question “how do the shared perceptions relate to the socio-political influences and position of the NP role within hospital teams” and offers a diagram of three continua as an explanation. Exposure of power types and their sources highlights where tensions can and do arise and important HB NP actions within the emerging theory to aid in resolution. Further discussion of IP factors identified in chapter 2, and IP theory contributes to justification of the IP nature of HB NP practice within the emerging theory. Four contributions from the study to advance knowledge are offered as new: Team Perspective Framework (Chapter 3), HB NP IP Practice Theory (Chapter 5), Dimensions of HB NP Role Position within IP teams (Chapter 5), and explanation of why HB NP role clarity remains elusive (Chapter 5). The chapter closes with 12 key conclusions from the study, several implications for NPs, hospital leaders, healthcare professionals, academics, and policy makers, and seven future research suggestions.

1.6 References for Chapter One


http://www.patientsafetyinstitute.ca/English/education/safetyCompetencies/Documents/Safety%20Competencies.pdf


Chapter 2
2. Hospital-Based Nurse Practitioner Roles and Interprofessional Practice: A Scoping Review

The need to contain health care costs while maintaining services is a recurrent issue globally. The hospital sector, as a consumer of large portions of healthcare and public budgets, is under increasing pressure to improve access to care, ensure quality, and reduce costs. One optimizing approach is more effective use of health human resources, while another is creation of IP collaboration and teams (Closson & Oandasan, 2007; HealthForceOntario, 2008; Romanow, 2002; Zwarenstein, Goldman, & Reeves, 2009). Interprofessionality extends beyond the concept of multiple profession groups to include cohesive, interdependent, and complementary working (Oandasan & Reeves, 2005). Collaboration is an interpersonal process of structuring collective action (D'Amour, Ferrada-Videla, San Martin-Rodriguez, & Beaulieu, 2005; San Martín-Rodríguez, Beaulieu, D'Amour, & Ferrada-Videla, 2005) while teamwork is characterized by group identity and integrated problem-solving (Reeves, Lewin, Espin, & Zwarenstein, 2010).

Creation of collaborative IP teams is an important strategy because data indicate IP practice improves patient outcomes, quality of care, safety, use of clinical resources, increases access to healthcare, and improves professional recruitment and retention (Closson & Oandasan, 2007; Frank & Brien, 2008; Infante, 2006; Lemieux-Charles, 2006; Litaker et al., 2003; Oandasan et al., 2006; Reason, 2004; Schmitt, 2001; Zwarenstein, et al., 2009). Development of successful IP practice includes creation of healthcare teams that facilitate the use of complementary skills which supports the use of all members’ full scope of practice to improve cost-effectiveness, patient outcomes, and recruitment and retention of staff (Buchan & Dal Poz, 2002; Dubois & Singh, 2009).

Nurse practitioner (NP) roles are increasingly included within hospital teams to facilitate direct advanced patient care, provide nursing leadership and education, and implement unit specific research (Hurlock-Chorostecki, van Soeren, & Goodwin, 2008; Kilpatrick et al., 2010; Kleinpell, 2005; Mick & Ackerman, 2000). Innovative NP specialty roles have
augmented patient care, and regulatory and legislative bodies have recognized this contribution by facilitating full scope of NP practice in many jurisdictions. However, it remains unclear if the NP role assists in optimizing IP collaboration and teamwork. Because of the pressing need to understand IP practice and the expansion of the HB NP role, a scoping review of the current literature regarding these NP roles and their role within IP teams is reported here. These results will be of interest to administrators, researchers, educators, and clinicians.

2.1 Method

The aim of this review was to gain an understanding of the nature of existing knowledge of the NP role within IP hospital teams. Two objectives were to highlight the breadth of knowledge generated in a specific timeframe, map reviews and primary study articles to the country of origin, and map primary study findings to key IP concepts.

2.1.1 Search Processes

This review searched MEDLINE, CINAHL, Cochrane Library, and Scholars Portal for both primary studies and reviews related to NP roles. The search was limited to published literature written in English in the last five years as a comprehensive review of international literature (van Soeren, Hurlock-Chorostecki, Kenaszchuk, Abramovich, & Reeves, 2009) and Canadian literature (Kilpatrick, et al., 2010) between 2003 to 2008 were previously completed. Search terms included: ‘advanced practice nurse’ and ‘nurse practitioner’ in combination with ‘hospital’, ‘practice setting’, and ‘acute care’. Reference lists of applicable articles were hand searched for further relevant articles. Abstracts of literature reviews and primary studies were reviewed for an explicit focus on the NP role within hospital teams and findings relevant to the NP role.

One hundred and three abstracts were reviewed. Twenty-eight met the search criteria. Twenty articles within this cluster reported findings of 16 research studies, with three studies publishing multiple articles. The remaining eight were literature reviews. One document was a research report, which included an extensive literature review thus nine literature reviews are reported.
2.2 Analysis

Analysis was undertaken by two mapping exercises. First, literature was mapped within the specific timeframe (January 2008 through July 2012) to highlight where hospital NP role interest lies globally (Rumrill, Fitzgerald, & Merchant, 2010). Second, conceptual mapping for key IP terms to determine their use within the primary study cluster (Rumrill, et al., 2010). Twelve key IP terms, determined through a previously completed literature review, were used to conceptually map the primary studies: team identity, interdependence, integration, shared decision-making/responsibility, common goals, open communication, coordination, cooperation, partnership, role clarification, leadership, and conflict resolution.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Literature Mapping

Literature reviews and primary studies are presented as two sub-groups. Similarities and differences explored within each sub-group resulted in six themes of research interest and activity. Themes within the literature reviews are role understanding, and role status. Primary study themes include workforce description, role integration, role outcomes, and role perception.

2.3.1.1 Literature reviews

Reviews of the literature were completed by authors in the USA (4), Canada (3), and Australia (2). Several authors describe confusion with NP titles and accountability within and between countries (Duffield, Gardner, Chang, & Catling-Paull, 2009; Kleinpell, Hudspeth, Scordo, & Magdic, 2012; Lowe, Plummer, O’Brien, & Boyd, 2012; van Soeren, et al., 2009).

Role understanding: Duffield and colleagues (2009) from Australia, reviewed international literature (1987 to 2008) for NP role titles and scopes of practice, and determined title and practice diversity exists with a trend toward consistency globally.
The lack of NP role clarity was restated by a second Australian author group reviewing international literature (Lowe, et al., 2012). Kleinpell and colleagues (2012) synthesized USA literature of NP scope with authoritative resources and determined a lack of role understanding exists. Three reviews addressed role understanding through role comparisons with other healthcare providers, specifically the Physician Assistant role in the USA (Hooker, Cipher, Cawley, Herrman, & Melson, 2008; Kleinpell, Ely, & Grabenkort, 2008), and the Clinical Nurse Specialist role in Australia (Lowe, et al., 2012). One USA review, an outlier in the cluster, explored for evidence of innovative NP role implementation, specifically as a hospitalist (Rosenthal & Guerrasio, 2009). Regardless of country of origin, issues of role title and understanding the nature of NP practice remains unclear.

**Role status:** Two Canadian reviews reported on a five year span (2003 to 2008) of published literature of the NP role within hospitals (Kilpatrick, et al., 2010; van Soeren, et al., 2009). Kilpatrick and colleagues (2010) completed a review of Canadian literature to describe the current status of Acute Care (hospital-based) NP roles and clustered under themes of role utilization to full scope of practice, utilization of non-clinical practice domains, and team acceptance and collaboration. The Canadian research team of van Soeren and colleagues (2009) completed a review of international literature in the same time period and grouped literature within themes of practice patterns, role value, role implementation, and interprofessional collaboration. Sangster-Gormley and colleagues (2010) completed a literature review (1997 to 2010) of NP role implementation within Canadian hospitals and suggested three important concepts: involvement, acceptance, and intention. These reviews provide the context of existing knowledge regarding the NP role within hospital settings and set the stage for development of further research to understand and advance the knowledge base of the evolving role (Rumrill, et al., 2010).

2.3.1.2 Primary studies

Sixteen primary studies were completed in four countries Canada (7), USA (4), Australia (3), and UK (2) (Table 1). Three of the Canadian studies reported findings in multiple articles resulting in 20 reviewed documents.
**Workforce description**: Two Canadian studies described the NP role within hospitals (Hurlock-Chorostecki, et al., 2008; Kilpatrick, Lavoie-Tremblay, Lamothe, Richie, & Doran, 2012; Kilpatrick et al., 2012a; Kilpatrick et al., 2012b). Hurlock-Chorostecki and colleagues (2008) reported on a workforce survey of Acute Care (hospital-based) NPs within Ontario Canada using a questionnaire developed by the Ontario NP professional body and researchers. The validated 30 item questionnaire (Sloan, Pong, Rukholm, & Caty, 2006) provided NP role description based on practice setting (academic or community hospital), work time allocation, NP specialization, and the lack of prescribing authority. Kilpatrick and colleagues (2012b) reported time and motion studies to describe two cardiology NP roles in two Canadian hospitals. Observations and interviews supported development of a theory of role enactment that included boundary work and perceptions of team effectiveness (Kilpatrick, Lavoie-Tremblay, Lamothe, et al., 2012; Kilpatrick, Lavoie-Tremblay, et al., 2012a). Workforce description was reported only in Canada within the review timeframe. One outlier in this theme was a USA survey of NP roles that explored the relationship between NP credentials and healthcare setting (Keough, Stevenson, Martinovich, Young, & Tanabe, 2011). Rather than describing the workforce, the authors determined NPs work in healthcare settings not traditionally related to their NP credential. A similar finding was reported by van Soeren and colleagues (2009) in Canada.

**Role integration**: Two Canadian, and one Australian, studies explored NP role implementation and integration within hospital settings (Desborough, 2012; Rashotte & Jensen, 2010; van Soeren, et al., 2009). A two year Canadian study explored role integration of 46 NPs within hospital teams in nine Ontario hospitals (van Soeren, et al., 2009). The authors reported NPs fulfill the four domains of practice set out in the national Advanced Practice Nurse Framework (Canadian Nurses Association, 2008) with academic hospitals supporting more time for research and leadership. The NP role was viewed as a clinical leader based on results of the IP survey of team members (van Soeren, et al., 2009). Rashotte and Jensen (2010) explored the nature of being a NP within acute care hospital teams with 26 NPs employed in four academic hospitals across Canada and suggested NP integration is a five stage transformational journey. An
Australian study suggested legitimacy and credibility were central to successful NP role implementation in all settings including hospitals (Desborough, 2012). Successful role integration and processes were of interest within the Canadian and Australian research.

**Role outcome:** Half of the articles, from all four countries, focused on NP role outcomes related to quality of care and patient safety, and included measures of clinical practice guideline compliance, length of hospital stay, wait time and leave without treatment rate (emergency departments), patient satisfaction, and frequency of unnecessary emergency department visits post discharge (Gracias et al., 2008; Jarrett & Emmett, 2009; Jennings et al., 2008; Robles et al., 2011; Searle, 2008; Sidani, 2008; Sidani & Doran, 2010; Steiner et al., 2009; Thrasher & Purc-Stephenson, 2008; Williamson, Twelvetree, Thompson, & Beaver, 2012). Improvement in quality of care and patient safety related to NP role introduction was consistent across all but one study (Steiner, et al., 2009). Steiner and colleagues (2009), reported no difference in wait time, length of stay, and leave without treatment rates when the NP role was compared to emergency physicians in Canada. Conversely, Jennings et al (2008) in Australian emergency departments, and Jarrett and Emmett (2009) in a USA trauma unit determined the addition of the NP role positively impacted patient wait time and length of stay. Searle (2008) surveyed nursing and medicine roles within one Australian hospital emergency department and reported improved collaboration as an NP role outcome. Another positive outcome measure within the USA was NP rate of compliance with clinical practice guidelines (Gracias, et al., 2008). In Canada, Sidani and Doran (2010) identified a relationship between NP care coordination and patient satisfaction across eight Canadian hospitals. A USA study explored rate of readmission to emergency departments after surgical ward discharge and determined a significant reduction after introduction of the NP role (Robles, et al., 2011). Williamson and colleagues (2012), in a study of five UK hospital NP roles describe the NP role as a ‘lynchpin’ positively impacting nurses and facilitating the patient’s journey. Centrality of the NP role on hospital teams was also reported in the Canadian study by van Soeren and colleagues (2011). Role outcome studies, the most common research published in the review time frame, measured management valued outcomes attributed to
NP roles as a result of introduction within a team or retrospectively compared to traditional models.

**Role perception:** Perceptions of NP roles within hospital teams in Canada and the UK were sought through patient and team member surveys (Melby, Gillespie, & Martin, 2010; Sidani, 2008; Thrasher & Purc-Stephenson, 2008). In Canada, Thrasher and Purc-Stephenson (2008) surveyed emergency department patients and reported patients preferred care from the NP. Similarly, Sidani (2008), surveyed patients in eight Canadian hospitals and reported satisfaction with NP care provision based on attendance to their needs and problem resolution. Conversely, a UK survey of an emergency department NP role, completed by healthcare professionals and patients, determined the NP role was not well supported (Melby, et al., 2010). Satisfaction with the NP role within hospitals varies between countries.

**Table 1: Details of Primary Research Reviewed.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author /Country</th>
<th>Study approach and aim</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gracias et al 2008</td>
<td>-12 month cohort crossover study. Evaluate ACNP critical care delivery.</td>
<td>2 ACNPS, 1 ICU</td>
<td>Clinical practice guideline compliance rate improved with ACNP role. Statistically significant reduction in patient mortality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurlock-Chorostecki et al 2008</td>
<td>-Descriptive study (survey) Report on ACNP workforce in Ontario</td>
<td>Response rate 65% (N=173)</td>
<td>Wide variety of NP specialty practices. Predominantly employed in teaching hospitals. 75% of NP time devoted to direct care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennings et al 2008</td>
<td>-Descriptive Compare ED with NP to traditional MD model.</td>
<td>Chart review of 527 patients cared for by NP compared to 284 cared for in traditional model.</td>
<td>Patients cared for by NP had significantly reduced wait time and length of stay in ED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searle 2008</td>
<td>-Descriptive study (survey of NPs, RNs, MDs). Determine impact of new NP role in ED.</td>
<td>Survey created from literature review. 1 ED; 37 surveys returned (number circulated unknown).</td>
<td>NP role improved interprofessional collaboration, team dynamics, efficiencies, quality of care, enhanced job satisfaction, nursing professionalism. Reduced manager and MD workload.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidani 2008</td>
<td>-Repeated measures design. Patient perceptions of</td>
<td>320 patients in 8 hospitals (2 cities in Ontario) surveyed with</td>
<td>Patients satisfied with care, attendance to their needs, and problem resolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidani &amp; Doran 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>5 validated tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrasher &amp; Purc-Stephenson 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Patient survey of NP care satisfaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarrett &amp; Emmett 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Observational study -Describe trauma NP role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steiner et al 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Observational study -Impact of new NP role in 1 ED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Soeren et al 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Mixed methods (Interprofessional Collaboration Scale, role tracking, self-report, focus groups). -Explore NP role integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Soeren, Hurlock-Chorostecki, &amp; Reeves 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melby et al 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Descriptive mixed methods -Explore patient and professional perception of NP role in ED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashotte &amp; Jensen 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Hermeneutic phenomenological study -Explore the nature of being an NP in hospital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keough et al 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Survey of Adult, Family and ACNP in US. -Determine where each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
<td>Research Aim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robles et al 2011</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Retrospective case control study</td>
<td>Explore impact of NP role on inpatient surgery unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desborough 2012</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Constructivist grounded theory; 2 month study</td>
<td>Explore processes of NP role implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilpatrick Lavoie-Tremblay, Lamoth, Richie, &amp; Doran 2012</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilpatrick et al 2012b</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Ethnographic study</td>
<td>Explore NP impact on patient care and nursing practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson et al (2012)</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 NPs (observed and interviewed), 14 nurses, 5 patients. One Trust.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** MD = physician, NP= nurse practitioner, RN=registered nurse, ACNP=acute care nurse practitioner, ED= emergency department.

### 2.3.2 Conceptual Mapping

Primary studies were re-examined for inclusion of IP terms. Eight articles, six different research studies, contained IP terms within their findings (Desborough, 2012; Kilpatrick, Lavoie-Tremblay, Lamoth, et al., 2012; Kilpatrick, Lavoie-Tremblay, et al., 2012a; Searle, 2008; Sidani & Doran, 2010; van Soeren, et al., 2009; van Soeren, et al., 2011;
Williamson, et al., 2012) (Table 2). The IP terms identified were communication, collaboration, shared responsibility, coordination, integration, and leadership. Consistency of IP term use was lacking.

**Table 2: Mapping of IP Terms Employed, and Manner of Use in NP Research.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>IP term employed</th>
<th>Manner of use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desborough et al 2012</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>-development of core collaborative relationships established NP credibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>-open &amp; transparent communication was essential for NP role success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilpatrick et al 2012</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>-NPs increased information sharing across multiple professions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilpatrick et al 2012a</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>- NPs listened to concerns and considered opinions of all team members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searle 2008</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>- suggested improved collaboration between MDs and RN, between RNs, and between hospital departments after NP role introduced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidani &amp; Doran 2010</td>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>- determined a positive relationship between NP care coordination and patient satisfaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Soeren et al 2009</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>- collaboration measured as communication &amp; accommodation; NP received highest scores from multiple professionals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>-NP observed as a leadership role (hospital specific).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>-NP role strongly linked to enhancing team member capacity through coordination of team members within patient care. Role centrality was important for coordination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared responsibility</td>
<td>- shared leadership measured; NPs viewed as strongly supporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Soeren, Hurlock-Chorostecki, &amp; Reeves 2011</td>
<td>Integration Collaboration</td>
<td>-NP aided integration of team members in patient care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration Shared responsibility</td>
<td>-bi-directional consultation enhanced collaboration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared responsibility</td>
<td>-sharing of clinical work accomplished through NP bridging across multiple professional boundaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson et al 2012</td>
<td>Communication Shared responsibility</td>
<td>-NP described as a lynchpin for communicating plan of care and translating medical instructions to team members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared responsibility</td>
<td>- patient care responsibility shared between NP and junior doctors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: MD=physician, NP=nurse practitioner, RN=registered nurse*
2.4 Discussion

The findings reported here update previous reviews of HB NP literature (Kilpatrick, et al., 2010; van Soeren, et al., 2009) and illustrate inclusion of IP terms in recently published studies. The literature reviews were predominantly from North America with less than one quarter from Australia. The main issue identified was a global concern for clarity defining the NP role to support building evidence (Duffield, et al., 2009; Kleinpell, et al., 2012; Lowe, et al., 2012). Primary research studies, predominantly from North America, reflected a transition from comparisons of NP roles with medicine, and collating facilitators and barriers (Kilpatrick, et al., 2010; van Soeren, et al., 2009) to exploration of role perception, integration, and outcomes. In addition, research is beginning to include larger samples and multiple sites (Melby, et al., 2010; Rashotte & Jensen, 2010; Sidani, 2008; van Soeren, et al., 2009) suggesting a trend toward more rigorous research methods. In contrast, interest in the NP role in USA hospitals has shifted to explore trends of diversity of NP credentials for those employed in innovative roles (Keough, et al., 2011; Kleinpell, et al., 2012; Rosenthal & Guerrasio, 2009). Only one study explored the NP role within the context of IP (van Soeren, et al., 2011).

A small number of IP terms were identified in the primary study cluster suggesting researchers are including IP language, yet diversity in the manner of use continues to limit advancing knowledge of the NP role in hospitals within the context of IP. Suggestions of NP role processes involved with IP development are broad and include the frequency and ease of liaising between team members and different teams, a consistent presence, and a willingness to share leadership of patient care decision-making (Desborough, 2012; Kilpatrick, Lavoie-Tremblay, Lamothe, et al., 2012; van Soeren, et al., 2009; van Soeren, et al., 2011; Williamson, et al., 2012). NP communication, commonly reported as enhancing collaboration and team efficiency, was defined as skills of open, transparent, and engaging communication as well being a resource of patient information (Desborough, 2012; Kilpatrick, Lavoie-Tremblay, Lamothe, et al., 2012; Searle, 2008; van Soeren, et al., 2009; van Soeren, et al., 2011; Williamson, et al., 2012). Two studies reported enhancement of team member roles through professional boundary
bridging by the NP (Kilpatrick, Lavoie-Tremblay, Lamothe, et al., 2012; Kilpatrick, Lavoie-Tremblay, et al., 2012a; van Soeren, et al., 2009; van Soeren, et al., 2011), suggesting a potential NP influence toward cohesiveness, interdependence, and shared decision-making beyond the NP-physician dyad. Although IP terms are used in recent hospital NP research, discussion remains primarily speculation due to inconsistent use of terminology and a lack of planned exploration within the context of IP.

There are limitations to this review. It was based on a small number of studies and reviews identified through specific databases. Therefore, all articles on HB NP practice may not have been included. The articles were not explored for methodological rigor, but provided an overview of the nature of studies and reviews of NPs within hospital teams. The IP concepts were mapped to illustrate existence of terminology within the articles, not to critique the research process, thus this is not a comprehensive IP exploration.

In summary, NP practice remains relatively unexplored within the complex nature of IP collaboration and teamwork within hospitals. Future research is needed to optimize understanding of the NP role within hospital teams and the IP context. Sound evidence of the NP role on hospital teams within the context of IP may support role clarity in the rapidly changing healthcare environment, improve understanding of processes and meanings of NP practice that aid IP collaboration and teamwork, and provide knowledge to update NP theories and education for this evolving role.
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Chapter 3

3. The Value of the Hospital-Based Nurse Practitioner Role: Development of a Team Perspective Framework

Globally, healthcare system change intent is to engage professionals within IP teams to the full extent of their education. Regulation and legislation that define scope of practice are changing to authorize full use of knowledge. The NP role is one such professional utilized to improve access to healthcare while controlling costs (Perry, 2009). A focus on primary healthcare renewal influenced development of a large body of research describing the NP role within primary healthcare settings (Donald et al., 2010). Research has demonstrated the NP extended scope of practice that combines nursing (wellness activities) and medicine (disease diagnosis and treatment) is an effective IP role (Litaker et al., 2003; Martin-Misener, Downe-Wamboldt, Cain, & Girouard, 2009). Hospital-based NP roles slowly emerged in some jurisdictions, albeit numbers remain small in comparison (Hurlock-Chorostecki, van Soeren, & Goodwin, 2008). As a result, there exists far less published evidence of NP practice within the hospital setting.

Teams of professionals traditionally provide hospital care. However, the predominant model is of multi-professional practice where each member attends to care from his or her own professional silo. Interprofessional teamwork requires healthcare professionals to share a team identity and work interdependently to reduce duplication, improve coordination, and enhance safety and care quality (Reeves, Lewin, Espin, & Zwarenstein, 2010). Teamwork evidence is built on conditions of stable membership, developed interpersonal relationships, and routine work hours (Galbraith, 1973). Consistent team membership and routine work hours in primary healthcare settings may be well suited to fulfilling these conditions. However, within hospital settings different challenges and facilitators are likely to affect the ability to function interprofessionally. Hospital care, provided 24 hours a day, seven days a week, results in short-lived team relationships

---

1 A version of this chapter has been reviewed for publication in the Journal of Interprofessional Care. See Appendix D for letter of permission.
(Reeves & Lewin, 2004). Hence these teams face the challenge of creating and sustaining team identity that supports interdependent problem solving and care delivery (Reeves, et al., 2010). One HB role has been alluded to be key in facilitating IP teamwork through their consistent presence, the NP (van Soeren, Hurlock-Chorostecki, & Reeves, 2011; Williamson, Twelvetree, Thompson, & Beaver, 2012).

To date research has not sought to understand HB NP practice specifically within the complex context of interprofessionality. Therefore, a two-phase study to critically explore perceptions of HB NP role value within IP teams was carried out. Social and professional expectations, obligations, and understandings suggestive of influence and worth were of interest to establish role value. In phase one, the team members’ perception was explored since listening to team members provides a fresh base from which arises new understanding of social bonds and interactions (Galinski, Ku, & Wang, 2005). Phase two builds on phase one adding the HB NP perception, framing HB NP IP actions with extant IP theory, and employing a critical lens to expose power inequalities. Team members and NP individual perceptions were analyzed to establish a collective social meaning or shared perception. This paper focusses on the first phase of the study, to answer what is the team members’ shared perception of the value of the NP role within hospital teams, and provides an emerging framework.

3.1 Method

The methodological approach was constructivist grounded theory (CGT) as described by Charmaz (2006). Charmaz’s CGT approach is a modified grounded theory approach that is interpretive, focusses on process construction rather than descriptive themes, and applies a critical lens. A secondary analysis was completed on an existing data set attained in 2009 (van Soeren, Hurlock-Chorostecki, Kenaszchuk, Abramovich, & Reeves, 2009). The primary analysis was thematic; based in role description. This secondary analysis is supplemental since it addresses in-depth emerging aspects not previously addressed: perceptions of role value, HB NP processes (actions), and power influences suggesting IP practice (Heaton, 2004). The data set consisted of transcripts from 30 focus group sessions held with 210 volunteers from hospital teams who regularly worked with
a NP participating in the primary study. Participants were asked to describe experiences of working with an NP (Appendix E). The focus groups were held at nine academic and community hospitals in rural and urban settings in southern and northern Ontario, Canada. This was considered a logical location for the study since two thirds of Canadian NPs are registered and employed in Ontario with approximately 30% working within Ontario hospitals (College of Nurses of Ontario, 2012), and legislation changes since 2011 have progressed NPs to full scope of their practice within hospital settings. Team member focus groups consisted of multiple professionals who regularly worked in a group with a NP, but excluded the NP(s) they worked with. The multiple professions represented at focus groups are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Focus Group Participants by Profession.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing (RN 87, RPN 11)</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Leaders</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Workers</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretaries &amp; Ward Clerks</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapists</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietitians</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacists</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Therapists</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech &amp; Language</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathologists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation Technicians</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Therapists</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (pastoral care, midwife,</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psychologist, physician assistant)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Analysis

Prior to analysis an assessment of data set re-usability for secondary analysis was completed. Re-usability was assessed using Heaton’s (2004) determinants of accessibility, quality, and suitability. Assessment details are described in Table 4.
Table 4: Determinants and Assessment of Data Set Re-Usability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determinant</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>Original recordings and transcripts are stored by the current researcher therefore easily available. Ethical approval was not required for secondary analysis of data sets attained from previously Research Ethics Board approved research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>30 focus group transcripts of 210 professionals ensured a reasonable group size. Transcriptions were accurate when compared to the recordings. No data were missing. Researcher ability to review and reflect on the data set was strong as the primary researcher was a co-investigator of the previous study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability</td>
<td>There is convergence of the aims of the previous and current studies: to better understand NP work within hospital teams. This study deepens the previous analysis providing for emergence of new knowledge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Assessment was based on Heaton’s (2004) re-usability determinants.

The assessment indicated the data set was readily accessible, retained quality data, and suitable for the planned investigation. Therefore, the data set was determined to be of high quality and prepared for analysis.

Analysis within CGT is continuous and iterative moving forward toward interpreting and backward to the data to remain grounded in the participants’ perspective (Charmaz, 2006). Analytical processes included coding, constant comparison, theoretical sampling, conceptualizing, and researcher reflection through memoing. Focus group transcripts were analyzed in the order in which they occurred. Initial coding was line-by-line searching for actions and meanings. Initial codes were given labels using gerunds (e.g. being available, researching) to maintain a focus on process. Initial codes underwent constant comparison first within a transcript then between transcripts to uncover similarities and differences and focus the codes. For example being present was similar to, and further defined, being available. Similar codes were merged together until the code was substantially illustrated, thus labeled a category or sub-category. A category explicated ideas that formed role value meaning while sub-categories provided how the HB NP constructed actions within a category. As these categories emerged, coding focused on constant comparison of codes to categories, and categories to categories, to refine categories and reveal relationships. Divergent codes were explored to further
define category properties, and consider influences and relationships with the emerging categories. Regular reflection memoed by the principal researcher aided contemplation of key categories, why the category was important to team members, relationships between NP actions and categories, and how the NP enacted the category. Abstract memoing of categories and relationships triggered theoretical sampling of existing theory to further elaborate on categories. Trust, legitimacy, best practice, evidenced-based practice, evolution, and adaption were terms and concepts that were explored in theoretical literature to determine appropriate terminology and refinement of definitions. Frequency and intensity of discussion furthered understanding of perceived value and emerging categorical relationships. Analysis was stopped once no new category properties emerged, thus rendering categories theoretically saturated. Therefore this analytical approach is aligned with the aim of CGT and reveals construction of processes and meanings grounded in the participants’ perspective (Charmaz, 2006).

3.3 Results

Three main categories of HB NP practice arose from the analysis of the team members’ perception: easing others’ workload, holding patient care together, and evolving practice. Categories explicate role value meaning. Sub-categories related to each main category illustrate how team members experienced the NP enacting the category. Participant quotes are presented as illustrative examples.

3.3.1 Easing Others’ Workload

The key category, which centres on HB NP processes that eased team member workloads, was described consistently across all focus groups. The importance of easing others’ workloads was increased efficiency for team members within their specific professional functions:

“[NPs] have really proven themselves to be …a real asset to the team whether it be just reducing the workload of other professionals” (registered dietitian).
“Because [NPs] have been working with me collaboratively, I have been able to do an even greater number of patients and do other work at the same time.” (physician)

Most team members perceived the HB NP had more time to devote to necessary details related to patient issues and care planning:

“They take time and they know. They have the time I guess. That’s what their role is.” (registered nurse).

Easing Others’ Workload has five related sub-categories explicating how the HB NP constructs actions within the category. These are, knowing the healthcare system, connecting team members, being available, speaking legitimately in two worlds, and taking on complex work.

3.3.1.1 Knowing the healthcare system

Knowing the healthcare system relates to how the HB NP is able to network by connecting people across the healthcare spectrum thus facilitating smooth patient transitions and patient flow. Many focus groups perceived the HB NP accomplished coordination across hospital programs and the healthcare system through minimal phone calls and a more direct referral or request:

“[The NP] understands the system in the region. [The NP] understands the levels of care that are available in different institutions in the region, what’s available in different communities, that what’s available in [this city] is different than what’s available in other towns. [The NP] is aware of volunteer services that are available. And not only does [The NP] know what’s available, [The NP] knows who to call about each of those things, in each of those places.” (physician).
3.3.1.2 Connecting team members

The action of connecting team members, consistently described across focus groups, included perceptions the HB NP understood team member roles, engaged team members appropriately, and created connections between team members. This latter capacity was cited as “[The NP] makes life much easier for us and for everyone together, we’re connecting more between the team members.” (physician). A social worker described engaging team members:

“[The NP] knows how and when to be engaging those members of the team both in terms of understanding the assessment and what the patient’s needs are and what they’re contributing to the plan of care”. (social worker)

Most participants expressed their perception was the HB NP held a central position in effectively connecting team members through coordinating interdependent tasks and empowering team members to achieve shared patient goals.

“[NPs] are central to all the roles. They really know all the different roles that allied health members play and they can liaise with them depending what the needs of the patient; they know exactly who to contact”. (operational leader).

3.3.1.3 Being available

Being available means the HB NP is easy to contact as a resource for team members and therefore facilitates timely changes to patient care:

“The NP is more at times readily available and we can deal with things in a very timely fashion and efficiently.” (physiotherapist).

Having the HB NP easily available was described as creating “comfort” for many team members when wait time for action changes was reduced, thus improving their efficiency. Whereas comments describing the HB NP as a “security blanket” and someone “…to offer advice or confer with” created comfort for many participants when the role was respected as legitimate, and the person trusted. A few participants described
frustration resulting from HB NP unavailability supporting the importance of being available in easing workload. This comment illustrates how the HB NP reduced wait time:

“You call [the NP] and she calls back right away so things don’t have to sit and wait. And if she’s up on the floor she’s able to coordinate a lot and write orders and that sort of thing so patients are getting the care and attention they need quicker.” (speech language pathologist).

An implied meaning of being available was HB NP dedication to a program or specialty unit demonstrated through frequent presence on the unit, and being readily contactable. A registered nurse comment illustrates the importance of program dedication:

“We can walk up to an NP who’s standing right there at your desk because they’re always around and get that order written.” (registered nurse).

The frequency and intensity of discussion of being available and speaking legitimately in two worlds across focus groups suggests these are two highly valued sub-categories. They were most often raised at the same time suggesting there may be synergy between the two sub-categories.

3.3.1.4 Speaking legitimately in two worlds

Actions within the sub-category represent the medical science knowledge and skills integrated with NP nursing knowledgebase. Legitimacy is validated through legislated authority and regulated NP credentialing. Most participants described HB NP actions as clarifying “exactly what I can do with a client on a particular day” (occupational therapist), dealing “with the medical piece…so [I] can process things a lot more quickly” (social worker), and “translating” messages between professions as intrinsic to speaking legitimately in two worlds. Some participants described confusion of role legitimacy, which led to negating the importance of this sub-category. A physician described NP legitimacy this way:
“[The NP] understands both worlds. [The NP] can speak in a legitimate voice in both worlds. And so [The NP] does that in a way where [The NP] can translate and have currency and legitimacy and be trusted in all those different camps, all those different fields, those different disciplines.” (physician)

3.3.1.5 Taking on complex work

Taking on complex work is assuming complicated or multifaceted tasks. These tasks require a great deal of time, coordination, and, occasionally conflict resolution. Most focus groups perceived the HB NP had time to pick up extra tasks other team members were unable or unwilling to manage. Three examples of taking on different types of complex work follow:

Resolving conflicts with families:

“Any staff member can go to the nurse practitioner and have more immediate…that sort of medical piece provided to the family on a more immediate basis, which can help to de-escalate a family fairly quickly”. (social worker)

Coordination of complex tasks to reduce gaps in care provision:

“Having nurse practitioners really makes sure the tests get done on time, the results get back to the appropriate person on time, people get discharged on time, people get seen in a timely manner so the number of cracks seem to get smaller and smaller, less and less.” (physician)

The multifaceted work of addressing issues, often related to social determinants of health and psychosocial challenges:

“[NPs] take into account what’s going on socially, what’s going on financially; so if there’s a need for you to be involved they come and get you. Their background being nurses, they just see the patients as a patient with a new environment as opposed to just a diagnosis.” (social worker)
3.3.1.6 Trust

Trust was consistently described across all focus groups as a pre-requisite condition for HB NP effectiveness. Several remarked trust was undermined, and the HB NP role was unsuccessful, when team members resisted inclusion of the role within the team. Physicians and operational hospital leaders were frequently identified as resistant team members. Trust in the role, based on HB NP education, scope of practice legitimacy, and system knowledge, created team comfort that HB NP actions were valid beyond the realm of general nursing foundation indicating it was safe for patient care to accept role overlap and HB NP autonomous decision-making:

“The thing that struck me the most and I think most of my colleagues, was the level of their training. … it was quite obvious they were well trained, well educated and had a large fount of knowledge and we felt very comfortable utilizing them.” (physician).

“We really rely on the nurse practitioner to know their limitations and understand their scope of practice.” (physician)

Trust in HB NP personal attributes such as problem-solving skills, confidence, approachability, and availability, furthered team member comfort demonstrating for most that it was safe for them to act on HB NP decisions, thus effectively easing their workload:

“The follow-through is consistent, so there’s a lot of trust there when you give them something that they’re going to follow-through and handle it.” (social worker).

“The NP’s we have are confident in their knowledge, they’re experienced and they’re confident in their knowledge and because of that there’s no reluctance [to trust their decisions]” (pharmacist).

3.3.2 Holding Patient Care Together

Holding patient care together was defined as HB NP clinical actions. Most team members define these actions as directly impacting efficient coordination and delivery of seamless
clinical patient care. The HB NP actions related to this category were consistent across all focus groups as important to keep patients from “falling through the cracks”, provide consistency, and provide a safety net for patient care:

“Being on top of doing the holistic approach, I mean we all try that but sometimes it falls through the cracks, so she’s very good at that too; coordinating with other services that need to be involved.” (speech language pathologist).

There are five sub-categories: connecting with team members, following-up/through, knowing the issues, focus on whole patient, and connecting with family.

3.3.2.1 Connecting with team members

These actions, described at most focus groups, differed from connecting team members. The HB NP was perceived by most as a consistent, central member of the team who facilitated communication amongst members of the team. The necessity of trust and understanding the legitimate authority to enable this type of connecting was conveyed by several participants. The action of connecting with team members provided a “complete picture” of the patient situation:

“We may not see each other but [the NP] is kind of a central person so if we each communicate then you feel that your perspective or your concern … is going to be communicated to the other members so [the NP] is kind of the centre of the spoke.” (social worker).

“[the NP is the] one consistent person that you can rely on for lots of information and to kind of pull all the pieces together.” (registered dietician)

3.3.2.2 Following-up and following-through

These HB NP actions were valuable to team members and the provision of quality patient care. Many team members related the consistent presence of the HB NP as providing a capacity for dependable follow-up of patient care decisions:
“[The NP] is really good at identifying issues and following through with them until they’re resolved or at least brought to as much resolution as they can” (respiratory therapist).

“The consistency [of the NP role] is invaluable to have for follow-through with care with families with the plan of care.” (operational leader).

Some team members discussed witnessing HB NP follow-up discussions with patients and felt these sessions alleviated frustration and promoted trust between the patient and the HB NP. “If there’s a follow-up then [the patient] will be seeing [the NP] again, and I think that instills some confidence in the patient.” (registered nurse)

3.3.2.3 Knowing the issues

Knowing the issues related to HB NP actions of gathering and retaining patient knowledge. Knowledge of the patients’ health alteration and responses to treatment was perceived as facilitating rapid situation assessment and decision-making when the patient’s condition changed. Many team members valued HB NP skills of quickly addressing issue changes, rapidly focusing in on the problem, and making decisions they could act on to solve the problem. A pharmacist described the value of the HB NP as “someone who knows what’s going on, knows what the issues are, and can resolve problems quickly.” (pharmacist).

3.3.2.4 Focus on the whole patient

Most team members described HB NPs as using a “human approach” (physiotherapist, social worker). This included communicating with patients at their level of understanding, and looking at “a broader picture of the patient” (registered nurse). Many team members perceived patients as being more at ease and having more satisfaction that their needs were met after meeting with the HB NP. An operational leader expressed:

“[the NP] interacts with the patients in a language that they understand and so there’s a greater reception from the patients…you’re seeing greater patient satisfaction as well as family.” (operational leader)
Most team members commented on witnessing increased patient comfort when the HB NP was available to patients. They suggested this was the result of reduced time responding to patient questions and timely care provision.

3.3.2.5 Connecting with family

This sub-category was both similar to, and different from, focus on whole patient actions. Most described similar actions as being the consistent person for family connections, reducing frustrations, providing information, and resolving family member concerns. Discussions of family connections suggested the NP mitigated conflict and frustration between family and the team. The high frequency of discussion of connecting with family and focus on whole patient suggests these are two groups of actions highly valued by team members.

3.3.3 Evolving Practice

The three sub-categories of evolving practice, discussed in several focus groups, held equal importance to team members, creating and evolving role, researching, and filtering and assessing knowledge. Evolving practice included promoting evaluation of existing practices for future improvement of care practices, program deliverables, and the HB NP role focus; “really helping to define the future of the program” (operational leader).

3.3.3.1 Creating and evolving the role

Some expressed expectations the HB NP would create and evolve their role to effectively address care and program gaps or duplications, “absorbing whatever role needed to… make a team” (registered nurse). Several participants valued continuous role evolution to ensure gaps did not reappear, whereas a few felt role evolution by individual HB NPs reduced role clarity since it produced role differentiation between hospitals and programs.

3.3.3.2 Researching

Researching was described as a central HB NP evolving action by some focus groups. It was enacted through creation of research projects, participation on research teams,
critique of published research, and dissemination of findings. A valued research action was exploring program needs:

“[The NP should be] taking a lead role in identifying research needs and leading that research right through to completion; publication, presentation, dissemination of results on a national level.” (operational leader).

3.3.3.3 Filtering and assessing knowledge

Several team members expected the HB NP to apply advanced nursing skills and medical knowledge to filter, critique, and disseminate new evidence that would benefit the patient population, team, and program:

“[NPs] help facilitate bringing our practice to a higher level, so bringing in the current practice changes and best practice guidelines”. (registered nurse)

There was an implicit expectation by several that the HB NP would take a leadership role in developing and enhancing hospital programs, maintaining and improving care environments, and introducing and integrating practice guidelines and evidence into patient care, although tasks related to direct patient care remained the priority. HB NP “driven” evolution was described this way:

“In setting up the clinic even from the beginning the best practice guidelines for heart failure were used at the time and they’re continually updated accordingly when new guidelines come out if there are changes.” (registered nurse)

Team members shared a perception of three key foci of HB NP practice that created a valuable role, easing their workload, holding patient care together, and evolving practice. These foci were distinct, yet interrelated, process categories. Easing other’s workload was the key category whose value had to be satisfactory in advance of the others. The condition of trust was required before the constructed actions associated with easing others’ workload could be effective. A bi-directional relationship existed with the remaining categories simultaneously once trust existed and actions began to ease others’ workload. Variable combinations of sub-categories within easing others’ workload
facilitated sub-categories of the two other categories. The two categories, holding patient together and evolving practice, appear to inform the sub-categories within easing others’ workload about changing patient, team, or program needs requiring further action to ease the workload. Two sub-categories, being available and speaking legitimately in two worlds, seem synergistic and create the most valuable effect.

3.4 Discussion

These categories and sub-categories have emerged as a framework of the team members’ perception identifying new understanding that addresses what has not been discussed in current literature. The three main categories of HB NP role value meaning (easing others’ workload, holding patient care together, and evolving practice) each have related sub-categories that explicate actions of how the HB NP enacts each category. Illustrations of why HB NP actions were important to team members also emerged and are presented alongside the sub-categories. Trust, a condition of importance to team members, appears to be a pre-requisite to HB NP efficacy. The team perspective of HB NP practice framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
Easing others’ workload is defined as HB NP actions that result in a team members' perception their workload is eased thus allowing them to focus on their specialty functions. It is valuable in allowing team members to get on with their work. Easing others’ workload was most frequently and intensely discussed and therefore is considered of primary importance. Team members described their workload as full and suggested they have time only to complete minimal to standard care within their professional expertise. They perceived that the HB NP had time, and had similar or overlapping expertise, which meant the NP role could unburden team members and reduce care gaps leading to enhanced continuity of care.
The HB NP actions of being available and speaking legitimately in two worlds, were described across the focus groups with the highest level of frequency and the greatest depth of discussion. This suggests these are essential to role value. Team members valued the availability of the HB NP to validate their observations and decisions, inquire about a disease or diagnostic process they were unfamiliar with, or request a legitimate decision for change to care provision. Thus, the availability of the HB NP did not simply ease workload but also enhanced care through their legitimate voice representing both medical and nursing worlds. This legitimacy authorized the voice of the HB NP beyond that of most team members, bringing it in close parallel with physician authority, and supported timely team member coordination of patient care changes. The HB NP was perceived as providing a timely, available resource that greatly reduced the waiting period for care changes. Team members valued this reduction for two reasons. First, their work day felt more organized and they could complete more tasks. Second, they believed the patient benefitted from more timely changes in care provision. These actions became essential and effectively eased workloads when role overlap was unopposed.

Role overlap, the horizontal or vertical substitution of professional tasks, optimizes patient care and creates tensions between professions necessitating boundary negotiation (Nancarrow, 2004). Professions create and control their boundaries within a specific and expanding body of knowledge to maintain quality expertise and occupation control (Freidson, 2001). Two HB NP actions, speaking legitimately within two worlds and taking on complex work, reflect professional role boundary overlap. Speaking legitimately in two worlds illustrates the expansion of nursing role boundaries, through NP education and legislated authority, into what once was the exclusive jurisdiction of medical knowledge. In the past, role tensions between medicine and HB NPs have been described (Plager & Conger, 2007). Yet, this analysis suggests boundary negotiation is occurring and is acceptable to physicians and HB NPs. Physician acceptance and respect was described by team members as a powerful influence on HB NP value. Roles under tight physician control or resistance were valued less. The second action, taking on complex work, describes boundary negotiation between the HB NP and numerous professions as the HB NP takes on work that can be undertaken by others (Nancarrow,
2004). A recent small study of two HB NPs begins to suggest boundary negotiation is key to HB NP role success (Kilpatrick et al., 2012a). The framework presented here moves beyond description of boundary negotiation toward understanding how the HB NP is negotiating role overlap. Role overlap tensions were described by different professions when the HB NP role “overstepped role boundaries”, tried to “do it all”, and changed their role. Role overlap by HB NPs becomes acceptable when reductions in patient care gaps and care burden amongst team members are perceived.

Trust was essential to acceptance of the HB NP role. Personal experience with how well the HB NP balanced the actions highlighted within the framework built or destroyed trust. A lack of trust created a negative image of the role and its value. Trust has been defined as an expectation of predictable, fair, and competent actions that are not opportunistic (Connell & Mannion, 2006). Team members described two types, trust in the role and trust in the person. Trust in the role is comparable to Competency Trust, described as respect for a person’s ability to complete professional work (Newell & Swan, 2000). Participant’s faith in HB NP education and recognition of the legal scope of practice fostered trust the HB NP would listen to the team members’ point of view, focus quickly on key patient issues, make reasonable care decisions, and solve presented concerns. Trust in the person is similar to Newell and Swan’s (2000) depiction of Companion Trust, described as belief in a person’s goodwill. Positive conversations of role overlap implied the existence of trust in HB NP action as personal goodwill and not opportunistic. Awareness of team member needs, and balancing the extent of actions to meet those needs, was an implicit expectation. Extending actions too far, or not far enough, held the inherent outcome of destroyed trust. For example when the HB NP was not available, some team members felt frustrated and would circumvent the HB NP in the future, or simply not value further HB NP actions. When the HB NP was too available a few team members expressed reliance on the HB NP creating loss of their own skills such as critical thinking, or fear of opportunistic role overlap deeming them redundant. The importance of trust within hospital IP teams is reasonable and rational. Hospital care commonly involves uncertainty of patient conditions. Team members involved with rapid and unforeseen patient changes are placed in a position of vulnerability requiring trust in
the person making patient care decisions (Newell & Swan, 2000). The findings and emerging framework provide new information for HB NPs and educators on the importance of trust development as a major enabler of successful and effective HB NP role integration, the expectation of the HB NP to develop and maintain trust, and how trust is fostered through balancing the extent of each action.

The remaining two categories, holding patient care together and evolving practice, reflect the multiple domains of advanced nursing practice (Canadian Nurses Association, 2010; Mick & Ackerman, 2000; Sidani & Irvine, 1999). Holding patient care together is defined as HB NP actions that directly impact efficient coordination and delivery of seamless clinical patient care. The category is valued for keeping patients from “falling through cracks”, providing a safety net for patient care, and providing a consistent role. Actions associated with holding patient care together primarily focus on clinical activities of assessment, diagnosis, and therapeutic management of patients. The focus on the whole patient and connecting with families is suggestive of nursing skills of patient centred care. Connecting with team members contains actions suggestive of IP categories such as engaging others, enhancing open communication, and respectful relationships through role understanding (Xyrichis & Ream, 2008) as well as interdependent problem-solving (Reeves, et al., 2010).

Evolving practice is defined as HB NP actions that promote evaluation and improvement of care practices, program deliverables, and NP role focus. Value is expressed as ensuring gaps are addressed and keeping others’ practice current. Evolving practice and related processes represent advanced nursing practice domains of leadership, support of systems, research, and education (Canadian Nurses Association, 2010; Mick & Ackerman, 2000). Participation in research to identify and respond to gaps in care extended from the micro direct care provision level through to the macro healthcare system level. At the team level participants expected HB NP role vigilance to engage in role and program change to help the team ensure gaps were reduced. Thus, these two categories represent advanced nursing practice yet contain aspects of authority beyond standard nursing professional boundaries enhancing action impact. This framework is the result of quality research
providing categories of value, actions constructed, and meanings that can foster effective role introduction and evolution within hospital teams. It begins to highlight for NPs, academia, and operational leaders the expectations, challenges, and outcomes that influence successful role integration and support.

Quality of this research is demonstrated through the criteria of credibility, originality, resonance, and usefulness (Charmaz, 2006). Credibility: The quantity of transcripts provided sufficient data to merit claims in the analysis, the variety of professional voices ensured team representation beyond a single profession (nursing) or the common nursing-medicine dyad, and a systematic approach to constant comparison maintained consistency of interpretation. Thus, the emerged categories represent credibility of multiple views and a broad range of actions and meanings. Originality: Emerged categories offer new insights into the NP role explored, and conceptual rendering of categories presents new actions and meanings not discussed in current literature. Thus, originality was established. Resonance: Researchers of the original study concur with emerged codes and categories thus the interpretation resonates with participant voices. Consideration of the most common and substantial issues presented by the participants, exploration of links between existing theory and emerged categories, and the inclusion of tacit and explicit meanings augment resonance of the participant voice. Usefulness: Exploration of processes and meanings beyond nursing knowledge, interpretation remaining close to the lived experience of team members, and inclusion of tacit implications ensures broad usefulness and every day application. Furthermore, the inclusion of multiple perspectives can inform theory of NP practice and conceptual rendering provides a sound base to support further research, thus establishing its usefulness.

These findings fill a gap in the knowledge of evolving HB NPs role across the globe. Research to date has focused on HB NP role utilization (Hurlock-Chorostecki, et al., 2008; Kilpatrick et al., 2012b; Kleinpell, 2005; Sidani et al., 2000; van Soeren, et al., 2009), role comparisons (Hooker, Cipher, Cawley, Herrman, & Melson, 2008; Kleinpell, Ely, & Grabenkort, 2008; Sidani et al., 2006; Steiner et al., 2009), and role outcomes such as practice guideline compliance, length of hospital stay, and patient satisfaction
(Gracias et al., 2008; Jarrett & Emmett, 2009; Jennings et al., 2008; Kleinpell & Gawlinski, 2005; Robles et al., 2011; Searle, 2008; Sidani, 2008; Steiner, et al., 2009) but not on how and why the role functions within IP teams. A few research studies have included team member data with a focus on reporting attitudes toward NP role implementation (Griffin & Melby, 2006; Melby, Gillespie, & Martin, 2010), processes of role implementation (Desborough, 2012; Kilpatrick, Lavoie-Tremblay, Lamothe, Richie, & Doran, 2012), and role impact (Searle, 2008; Williamson, et al., 2012). Therefore, the findings from this analysis provide new information and further earlier knowledge by viewing the HB NP role from the team perspective validating NP actions and their meanings as valuable to hospital team members. Identification of tacit and implicit perceptions of how and why actions are valuable advances this framework beyond HB NP role description.

Limitations of this first phase of the study include the broadness of the focus group interview question in addressing concepts of IP practice. Team members were asked to describe their experience working with the NP on their team, which may limit the extent of collaboration and teamwork discourse within the transcripts. Therefore, interviews inviting conversation specific to collaboration and / or teamwork may have revealed different processes. The process of secondary analysis limits theoretical sampling to studying related literature since re-interviewing participants to refine emerging categories is not possible. The findings presented here represent the first phase of analysis of a larger CGT study and thus is an early rendering of the HB NP role within IP teams with limited consideration of power and constraining influences. The analysis focused on conceptualizing HB NP processes from the team members’ perspective, capturing their meanings of how and why actions were constructed, and was not raised to a high level of abstraction. The intention is to address further conceptualization and theorizing in the next phase of the study during integration of the HB NP voice and evaluation of power inequities.
3.5 Conclusions

This paper has focused on the first phase of a study of NP role value within hospital teams. An emerging framework of team members’ shared perception contained three main categories and 13 related NP processes. This emerging framework may benefit HB NPs, hospital leaders, and academics. Phase two of the study will further development of the framework through inclusion of the HB NP perception and consideration of power influences.

3.6 References for Chapter Three


Chapter 4

4. Labour saver or building a cohesive interprofessional team: The role of the NP in hospital settings using grounded theory

Healthcare renewal is fostering transitions from siloed professional practices to care by synergistic groups of healthcare professionals working to their full scope of practice (Romanow, 2002). The need to understand how teamwork is improved and augmented is important to replicate successful strategies as healthcare professional make this move. Numerous authors have outlined how IP collaboration and teamwork improves use of clinical resources, increases access to healthcare, reduces conflict between healthcare professionals, and improves patients’ care quality, safety and outcomes (Closson & Oandasan, 2007; Frank & Brien, 2008; Infante, 2006; Lemieux-Charles, 2006; Litaker et al., 2003; Oandasan et al., 2006; Reason, 2004; Schmitt, 2001; Zwarenstein, Goldman, & Reeves, 2009). Yet how this collaboration occurs within hospital teams remains unclear (O'Leary et al., 2010). One role that has been alluded to be pivotal in hospital IP team work is the NP (Desborough, 2012; van Soeren, Hurlock-Chorostecki, & Reeves, 2011; Williamson, Twelvetree, Thompson, & Beaver, 2012).

There is no clear evidence of how or why NPs enact their role within an IP context although two studies suggest NP bridging of professional boundaries may be enhancing team member roles (Kilpatrick et al., 2012; van Soeren, et al., 2011). The nature of the NP role is such that the dual role within traditional medical practice (such as prescribing, and diagnosing), and nursing (such as physical care, psychosocial support) supports the ability to cross this professional boundary (Kleinpell, 2005; Litaker, et al., 2003; Sidani & Doran, 2010). However, there is no detailed exploration of the phenomenon within the
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multi-IP context reported to date. Therefore, a two-phase study to explore HB NP practice, using team members’ and NPs’ perceptions of how the NP role was enacted within the IP team, was undertaken.

The aim of the study was to critically explore HB NP role value focussing on construction of their practice within IP hospital teams. This was achieved through exploring team member shared perceptions of the value of NP roles within hospital teams, examining how the team shared perception relates to the shared NP perception of their role, and exposing how these relate to the socio-political influences of power and privilege that position the NP role within the teams. Social and professional expectations, obligations, and understandings of the NP role presented as desirable, worthy, or influential defined role value. The collective social meaning emerging from the data analysis of both the team and NP groups represents their shared perception. In a previous paper (Chapter 3) the findings of the first phase of the research, the team member shared perception, was described. This shared perception explicated the “team member” ideas of the state of HB NP practice and is presented as the team perspective framework. The team perspective presents HB NP practice as one with three main action categories, easing others’ workload, holding patient care together, and evolving practice. The focus of this paper is presentation of NP perceptions, discussion of how these substantiate, extend, or alter the team perspective framework, and consideration of similarities of HB NP category actions when juxtaposed with current IP literature. Future analysis includes broad consideration of power and privilege.

4.1 Method

Charmaz’s (2006) approach to constructivist grounded theory was used to explore data from NP interviews and integrate the findings with the results from team members’ interviews previously reported in chapter three. This approach holds values and methods that differ from classic grounded theory. It is interpretive, explores how and why meanings and actions are constructed, values the researcher’s view, explores power influences, and positions emerging theory with current theory (Charmaz, 2000, 2006).
Western University Research Ethics Board and the Lawson Clinical Research Impact Committee provided ethical approval for this study.

NPs within Ontario were invited to participate in group or individual interviews. Invitations were circulate to potential HB NP participants via email by site leads of the previous study, through the regional representatives of the Ontario NP Association, and a notice of opportunity to participate was placed on the Ontario NP Association’s web page. Ontario was selected as a reasonable setting to explore HB NP practice since there is sustained growth of employment within hospitals, legislation supports full NP scope of practice, and Ontario registers the majority of Canadian HB NPs (Canadian Province and Territory Nursing Colleges; College of Nurses of Ontario, 2012; Hurlock-Chorostecki, van Soeren, & Goodwin, 2008). Inclusion criteria consisted of 1) registration with the College of Nurses of Ontario in the extended class of nursing (inclusive of all NP specialty certificates), 2) current employment within a hospital team in the role of NP working with patients, and 3) employed in the current NP role for greater than one year. Seventeen NPs (15 females, 2 males) from seven Ontario hospitals participated. Focus groups were held in four geographical locations within the province. Three individual interviews were held with HB NPs from additional locations. Nine NPs were employed in academic hospitals and eight in community hospitals, three of which were employed in a northern Ontario location. Five NPs worked strictly within in-patient teams, six strictly with out-patient teams, and six worked in a team providing care for both in- and out-patients. Twelve different specialty practices were represented: geriatric consult (n=2), neurosurgery, orthopedics, diabetes, geriatric rehabilitation, renal dialysis, emergency (n=3), intensive care (n=2), trauma, oncology, cardiology (n=2), and veterans care. Ten participants held Adult NP certification, five held Primary Health Care (PHC) certification, and two held dual certification in Adult and PHC. The range of years employed as an NP was two to 26 (mean= 10, median=11, mode= 5,11,12).

Group and individual interviews were audiotaped and transcribed verbatim. The interview process invited participants to share their perception of the value of their role (Appendix F). The team perspective framework from the first phase of the research
project was then shared with the NP participants. This provided the opportunity to explore their perception of what was realistic, and what was missing or understated. The team perspective framework emerged through analysis of data from 30 focus group sessions with 210 members of hospital teams working with an NP (Chapter 3). The framework consisted of three main categories (easing others’ workload, holding patient care together, and evolving practice) and 13 sub-categories (being available, speaking legitimately in two works, taking on complex work, connecting team members, knowing the healthcare system, knowing the issues, focusing on the whole patient, following-up/through, connecting with family, connecting with team members, researching, creating and evolving the NP role, and filtering and assessing knowledge).

4.2 Analysis

Participant interview coding and analysis revealed how the NPs perceived the value of their role, and how they responded to the team perspective framework. Line by line coding within each interview and then between interviews was completed initially. Constant comparison of codes for similarities and differences, using NVivo 10 computer software, aided establishing analytical distinctions (Charmaz, 2006). Focus was maintained on explicating action rather than describing therefore supporting category rather than theme development (Charmaz, 2006). Categories emerged from converged codes and researcher memos once adequate properties were determined. The principal researcher regularly reflected on the data through memoing to identify categories key to the NP perception, why the category was important, its relationships with other categories, and to scrutinize resulting actions for personal preconceptions. Expert opinion sought throughout the analysis ensured emerging categories were credible, original, and clear.

Theoretical sampling was used to qualify and elaborate emerging category boundaries. Questions related to “invisible” NP work arose through researcher memoing. In the individual interviews NP participants were invited to comment on what was “invisible” work, to whom it was invisible, and why invisible work was important to understanding HB NP practice. Once no new categories emerged, and existing categories were
theoretically saturated, the analysis of the NP data was determined complete. The established NP perspective enabled a comparison of constructed meanings and actions for relationships.

Theoretical sorting and diagramming were completed to compare categories of the two perceptions at an abstract level (Charmaz, 2006). Comparing category properties, contexts in which the category existed, and the importance of the category aided in identifying convergent and divergent perspectives. Integration of the two perspectives fostered substantiation and extension of the team perspective, and emergence of a multi-perspective framework. Four key participants reviewed the emerging framework twice during the analysis to ensure resonance. Expert opinion sought throughout the process ensured credibility and clarity of the emerging multi-perspective framework. Exploration of existing theory relevant to emerging categories challenged researcher interpretation, clarified ideas, and enriched comparisons (Charmaz, 2006). For example, theoretical literature of trust, legitimacy, and leadership informed the importance and relationships of the concepts with the emerging framework. The main category, focus on team working, triggered interest in exploring for clarity and relevance with IP teamwork theoretical literature to establish how this category holds up to existing theory (Charmaz, 2006). The final product of the analysis is an emerging framework of HB NP IP practice constructed from a grounded team perspective, and informed by the NP perspective and influences of power and privilege (Charmaz, 2006).

4.3 Results

Three main categories of actions arising from the analysis of the NPs’ perception aligned closely with those of team members (Table 5). These were, evolve NP role and advance the specialty, focus on team working, and focus on patient care. Related sub-categories represent NP perceived approaches of enacting each category describing how the actions were constructed.
4.3.1 Evolve NP Role and Advance the Specialty

This category centres on identification of gaps in the healthcare system and how NPs adjust their role to address the gaps. NP discussion of this category was frequent, intense and emerged consistently across all interviews. The importance of evolving the role and advancing the specialty was to improve patient care quality and safety, and sustain the NP role. One NP described the importance of evolving the role and advancing the specialty as:

“To practice our role in the way we feel, within our scope of practice, is appropriate for the service that we’re working with, the population we’re working with, and the workload we’re working with…” (NP #1)

This category has two related sub-categories; create and evolve the NP role, and responding to program gaps.

4.3.1.1 Create and evolve the NP role

Creating and evolving the NP role was daunting to many. Most NPs discussed the importance of building trust in both the NP role and themselves as key to successful role implementation. Most NPs described support from hospital leaders, physicians, and NP peers as key to success and when support was lacking, NPs felt unvalued and unable to enact an effective role. Overpowering leaders and physicians restricting the NP role were major influencers of NP role dissatisfaction and resignation.
“The NP role was not empowered by the physicians at all; they hadn’t asked for it, they didn’t want it, they had no interest in it.” (NP #16)

NPs described negotiating, and challenging powerful roles as important when support was lacking to ensure an effective role.

“When they define your job from an administrative point of view but they don’t have any data to support why they want you to do that, I always have a question of why.” (NP #14)

Leadership skills and mentoring were discussed as key to create and evolve an effective NP role.

“Leadership [skill] is ultimate to be able to [create the role]; if you’re not a leader, if you don’t have the skills, because I think anybody can learn the clinical piece to being an NP, it’s having the skills to actually implement that role that makes you a successful NP.” (NP #11)

NPs were concerned with the degree of understatement of leadership within the team perspective framework. NPs stated when time spent in leadership activities was unrealized by team members it devalued the extent of NP contribution.

“No one person really knows the extent to the numbers of things that I’m involved with from patient care and its various aspects to the projects, to other activities, the phone calls that I take from community patients; no one person particularly sees the full breadth of the work that I do.” (NP #17)

Flexibility to evolve the role was described as important by all participants. Flexibility remained a challenge for new NPs who were unaware of the necessity to constantly engage in evolving. Role evolution fostered role effectiveness and sustainment; however, it may hinder role clarity.
“I replaced a nurse practitioner after eight and half years and I thought I’d be walking into an established nurse practitioner role, but it’s not. It’s constantly in flux and it’s, you’re sort of defined as you roll along.” (NP #13)

Role flexibility and leadership skills enabled the NP to evolve in response to new and changing program gaps. Most indicated an importance of involvement in activities such as program visioning to engage leadership and research skills. These skills supported alignment of evidence with program and patient population needs. Active involvement in broad organizational and specialty knowledge augmented exposure of new and changing needs or gaps. Flexibility in role enactment enabled effective and timely NP response to address gaps.

“You know I’ve got one foot in the box and I’m scared that [management is] going to close me into a box and I’m not going to get that freedom of vision that you need as an NP to grow the program and to help the program to move along.” (NP #14)

4.3.1.2 Responding to program gaps

Most participants held in-depth discussions of the importance of involvement in monitoring gaps and evolving the NP role. The ability to evolve the role and fill gaps in a timely manner influenced safety and efficiency. Participants described frustration with ineffective “gap filling” suggesting this was common when NP representation was not included in strategy planning. One participant shared frustration of a lack of senior leadership vision when he/she chose to fill “physician holes” with temporary NP assignments:

“It’s just the ease with which they think they can pluck the NP’s out of the important work that they do to put them on another assignment.” “It’s like ‘oh well we’ll just yank a couple of NPs from emerg and put them on this gap’ not really knowing what kind of a gap that’s going to create in emerg.” (NP #8)
4.3.2 Focus on Team Working

Focus on team working is another main category discussed by all participants. Focus on team working involved engaging multiple professionals to coordinate patient care and education. An engaged team working toward quality patient care was important to the NP participants. Engaging team members was one action used regularly by NPs.

“…asking for their input in rounds, asking for their expertise, why don’t we go and get physio because they might be able to help us with this, let’s bring this group together and maybe we can develop an approach to this particular problem” (NP #17)

NPs discussed trust as important for team work. More commonly, NPs described a need for appreciation and inclusion. Appreciation for the NP role and inclusion within the social team environment were expressed by many as important to sustain what NPs felt was an interdependent, respectful atmosphere. Without appreciation and inclusion, most NPs spoke of dissatisfaction with the role and several provided this as a reason for resignation. Many NPs described not fitting “into the nursing world [nor] into the physician world” (NP #16) as exclusion leaving them isolated. Most NPs described the “incredible power” (NP #16) team members continue to provide to physicians as negatively influencing working together. One participant stated it this way:

“…if the physicians don’t want to work well with you, then the rest of the team doesn’t either.” (NP #5)

While another stated “Nurses have this myth about what the physicians actually know about the patient and are controlling behind the scenes…” (NP #16) suggesting nurses may defer to a physician based on a culture of physician power rather than value the NP’s decision based on advanced knowledge of the patient and the situation.

Several participants described disregard of NP leadership vision and capabilities by operational leaders as limiting NP role effectiveness within the team.
“I felt that the director wasn’t going in the same way that I felt my role was going in terms of what were the priorities for patient care.” (NP #16)

The category, focus on team working, has three sub-categories that describe how the NP actions are constructed. These include working together, enabling team efficiency, and educating team members.

**4.3.2.1 Working together**

Most participants described working together as knowledge sharing and coordinating. NP participants often described the importance of respectfully bridging role boundaries of other professions as key to working well together.

“There’s some overlap between professions, there’s a big overlap between the physician and my role and I see that as a good thing.” (NP #2)

Role overlap was valuable for multiple professions, supporting the NP role as more than physician extension.

“The social worker and I often spend a lot of time together in family meetings and so who would be best to lead this meeting, who would be best, here’s what we see of this family, and sometimes he’ll say well I think I should take the lead, and other times I’d like if you take the lead.” (NP #17)

**4.3.2.2 Enabling team efficiency**

NP participants believed they enabled an efficient team through their consistent presence, knowledge of the healthcare system, and their legal authority to make timely changes to patient care. Most participants shared a perception their consistent presence was an enabler of team efficiency as it provided access to the NP and their repository of patient knowledge.
“[The NP is the] constant whereas the consultants rotate, the residents rotate, medical students rotate and … I keep a high level knowledge of what’s going on and at times a detailed knowledge of what’s going on.” (NP #15)

Key to enabling efficiency and team member engagement was the legitimate authority to make or support patient care decisions in a timely manner.

“Being there as the liaison with some authority, I think [NPs] allow [other professionals] to give their maximal input in terms of where the patient should go so it actually enables them to make decisions when they’re the right person to be making that decision.” (NP #2)

NPs believed they acknowledged and advocated for full use of expertise of other professions as well as engaged their expertise in patient care and shared goal setting.

4.3.2.3 Educating team members

Educating team members ensured quality patient care and enhanced team working. All NP participants mentioned this action as a formal and informal activity.

“One thing the team really loves about the nurse practitioner is being a resource for the team, being up-to-date with the latest information, and sharing best practice.” (NP #8)

“With the staff learning they’re becoming more part of the team because … you teach them or … you challenge them all the time.” (NP #14)

4.3.3 Focus on Patient Care

Focus on Patient Care is the third main category. This category of actions aimed to return patients to intact meaningful lives. All participants described the focus on patient care as application of system knowledge and direct patient care approaches. Participants described activities within two important contexts: gap reduction in patient care and safety, and healthcare system improvement through patient flow and reduced recidivism.
Focus on patient care contains three sub-categories: reducing patient/family burden, knowledge broker for patient and family, and having legitimate authority.

4.3.3.1 Reducing patient/family burden

All NP participants discussed descriptions of reducing patient/family burden. Actions focused on using a holistic approach, addressing social determinants of health, and maintaining a focus on patient quality of life and life style choices. These actions were employed throughout the hospital stay and in planning for transition to home. For example:

“Making sure we’re setting those patients up with appropriate services so they don’t come back [to the hospital] when they need extra help at home.” (NP #11)

“The time that I spend with them which allows me to do more education, really explore with them some of the components of their disease that impacts not only themselves but it’s impact on their family and so using the term holistic in the sense….of their ability to do their activities of daily living and what that means to them as what their quality of life looks like.” (NP #17)

4.3.3.2 Being available to patient and family

Being available to patient and family consists of consistent knowledgeable NP role availability to patients. All participants discussed consistent knowledge of patient uniqueness and responses to illness and treatments as valuable. The NP acted as a repository of patient care and response information providing easy information access for patients as well as team members.

“Because of the NP being immersed in the patient care issues and following the labs and ordering the tests and writing the progress notes [the NP] knows the patient here so when somebody comes up to you, 99% of the time you know the patient issues.” (NP #16)
4.3.3.3 Working with legitimate authority

Legitimate authority, described by many participants, related specifically to the aspects of care legally authorized to NPs through their education and nursing college registration. This included tasks that overlap the profession of medicine such as diagnosing and prescribing, and the high level of accountability for following-through and ensuring quality care.

“[the NP] knows exactly what [they’re] going to do and look after it so it solves the problem quickly and [they] know to do the follow up… it’s still problem solving instead of calling the MD.” (NP #1)

The HB NPs shared a perception of three key foci of their practice that created a valuable role: evolve NP role and advance the specialty, focus on team working, and focus on patient care. The HB NPs described evolve NP role and advance the specialty as highly valuable. Actions related to this category facilitated enactment of the remaining two categories. A new condition of inclusion and appreciation emerged as important for sustaining an effective focus on team working. These similarities and differences provided depth to the team perspective.

4.4 Discussion

The NP perspective provided substantiation and extension of the team perspective framework. Construction of meanings and actions were explored at the team member and NP data levels supporting clarification and consolidation of sub-categories (Table 6).
### Table 6: Team Perspective and NP Sub-Category Alignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP Category (Team member category)</th>
<th>Team member sub-categories</th>
<th>NP sub-categories (HB NP IP practice framework)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evolve NP Role &amp; Advance the Specialty (Evolving Practice)</td>
<td>Create and evolve the role</td>
<td>Create and evolve the NP role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Researching</td>
<td>Responding to program gaps (Gap vigilance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Filtering &amp; assessing knowledge (specialty)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowing the healthcare system (organization related)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on Team Working (Easing Others’ Workload)</td>
<td>Following up-through (with team)</td>
<td>Enabling team efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowing the issues (team related)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connecting team members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Being available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowing the healthcare system (team related)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Working legitimately in two worlds</td>
<td>Working together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Filtering and assessing knowledge (for team members)</td>
<td>Educating team members (Filter and assess knowledge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Working with legitimate authority (Legitimate voice)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on Patient Care (Holding Patient Care Together)</td>
<td>Connecting with family</td>
<td>Being available to patient and family (Knowledge broker for patient and family)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Follow-up/through (with patient issues)</td>
<td>Reducing patient/family burden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowing the issues (patient related)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowing the healthcare system (patient related)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further analysis resulted in an emerging HB NP IP practice framework (Figure 2). The emerging HB NP IP practice framework provides a new understanding of the NP role within hospital IP teams that extends beyond the independent NP role and NP-physician dyads. The framework retains three key foci, categories of actions that form the meaning.
of HB NP practice. The main categories are evolve NP role and advance the specialty, focus on team working, and hold patient care together. Convergent and divergent views furthered defining how NPs construct actions within each category resulting in eight sub-categories (create and evolve NP role, gap vigilance, enable team efficiency, working together, filter and assess knowledge, legitimate voice, knowledge broker for patient and family, and reducing patient/family burden). Two conditions relate to the category of focus on team working: trust, and inclusion and appreciation. Two main categories, focus on team working and evolve NP role and advance the specialty, illustrate NP role value from both the team member and NP perspectives explored. Their equal position within the framework illustrates the balance of NP and team member view of the significance of the role. The third main category, hold patient care together, relates to direct patient care. The NP and team member views of the importance of NP actions were similar. The role was described as important in meeting valued goals of improving quality and safe patient care through gap reduction, and improved patient flow. In addition, team members valued NP consistency and NP efficient use of professional roles while NPs valued an engaged team and ability to sustain the NP role. Comparative exploration of convergent and divergent aspects of the NP perspective allowed merging and abstraction of categories and related sub-categories with the team perspective framework to support a multi-perspective framework of HB NP IP practice.

4.4.1 Evolve NP Role and Advance the Specialty

The focus of this category involves gap vigilance and creating or evolving the NP role. Both team member and NP groups highlighted addressing gaps and utilizing research skills. NPs, however, added other missing or invisible factors such as committee work, mentoring, leading change, and knowledge translation. NPs raised concern there was a lack of understanding by team members of the time spent to sustain the NP role. The absence of recognition of leadership through committee work, project work, active involvement in systems work, and knowledge translation was also of concern to NPs.
4.4.2 Focus on Team Working

The NP role focus on team work included four approaches to constructing actions. These approaches centred on enabling team efficiency, working together, filtering and assessing knowledge, and using a legitimate voice to facilitate timely care delivery changes for team members. The NP perspective provided further insights into NP actions and aims advancing the comparative team member category from a focus on easing the work of individuals to actions that closely resembled IP work. Trust held an important relationship with the category identified by both participant groups, although more strongly expressed by team members. Many NP participants emphasized a new important relationship with this category, inclusion and appreciation. Appreciation for the NP role and inclusion within social and professional groups were expressed by NPs as necessary to sustain their ability to focus on team working.

4.4.3 Hold Patient Care Together

Team members clearly described NP direct clinical actions as important for safe patient care. The NP perspective substantiated actions that keep patients from falling through gaps and promote seamless patient care. The consistent presence of the NP, combined with legitimate medical knowledge and authority, enabled quality, timely communication with patients. Team members, most of whom worked rotating shifts, valued NP role consistency and described the role as a central hub from patient care. The advanced knowledge and presence of the NP role supported reducing patient and family burdens of acute illness requiring hospital stay and transitioning to home.

The three foci remain distinct process categories with relationships. Evolve NP role and advance the specialty holds a balanced relationship with focus on team working. The sub-category actions create a constant feedback loop of identification, application, and knowledge translation between the two categories. Their combined effect enhances HB NP practice to more than a focus on patient care creating the effect of holding patient care together for the patient and the team. Patient care (the third category) is primarily the recipient in a relationship with the two key categories. A less significant relationship provides feedback from hold patient care together to the key categories. The condition of
trust remained important as a pre-requisite to focus on team working. The new condition of inclusion and appreciation held a weaker relationship with the category and a moderate relationship with the development of trust.

**Figure 2:** Hospital-Based NP Interprofessional Practice Framework.
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*Note.* Dark circles = main categories indicating role value meaning; patterned circles = antecedents of inclusion/appreciation and trust; light circles = sub-categories reflecting how HB NP enacts the category; Boxes = abstract meanings of HB NP action. TM=team members.

### 4.5 Juxtaposing with Extant IP Theory

The role value meaning, and how and why actions were constructed within the category focus on team working, and their similarity with IP factors described in chapter two was intriguing. Factors considered important to IP working, shared decision-making, common goals, open communication, coordination, cooperation, and leadership, existed within the category. Juxtaposing this category with current IP theory allows intriguing comparisons.
and demonstrates relevance of this category to the IP context (Charmaz, 1990, 2006; Puddepha, 2006). The Contingency Framework of IP work described by Reeves, Lewin, Espin, and Zwarenstein (2010) was used to explore for associations between NP actions within the HB NP IP practice framework to forms of IP work and consider the nature of identified power influences. The Contingency Framework (Reeves, et al., 2010) suggests there are four different forms of IP work: networking, coordination, collaboration, and teamwork. The authors indicate the type of IP work engaged in is determined through matching the level of five elements of teamwork (shared team identity, clear roles and goal, interdependence, integration, and shared responsibility) with level of team tasks (predictability, urgency, and complexity) based on the purpose and local need. They describe teamworking as the most focussed type of IP work that is contingent upon high levels of teamwork elements within a complex, urgent, and unpredictable local need. Collaboration, coordination, and networking hold increasingly relaxed teamwork elements and levels of team tasks. Four types of factors are suggested influences for IP teamworking: relational (e.g. socialization, hierarchy), processual (e.g. routines, rituals), organizational (e.g. organizational support), and contextual (e.g. culture, economics) (Reeves, et al., 2010). The framework has been welcomed as an innovative sociological model for teamwork within healthcare yet some caution the content reflects a limited number of studies (Cheluk, 2011; Wong, 2011). The Contingency Framework was employed in research of IP education and IP collaboration to explain findings of organizational and professional influence on attitudes toward IP work (Kenaszchuk, MacMillan, van Soeren, & Reeves, 2011). More recently the Contingency Framework was employed in two studies within hospital teams (Croker, Trede, & Higgs, 2012; Lingard et al., 2012). Lingard and colleagues (2012) used the framework to explore complexity and collaboration contexts within a hospital team and determined the complex goals and shifting roles of hospital teams are not accounted for within current IP collaboration models. Croker and colleagues (2012) employed the broad view of IP work to gain an understanding of collaboration within a hospital team and supported many influences on IP teamwork.
The category focus on team working, when juxtaposed with the Contingency Framework of IP work, illustrates NP actions mirroring multiple types of IP work, particularly collaboration and teamwork. The hospital context provides an environment of urgent, complex, and unpredictable situations, conditions requiring the two highest forms of IP work: collaboration and teamwork (Reeves, et al., 2010). Urgent, complex, and unpredictable patient and team situations are common within hospitals, and often managed by NPs who are present and available on the patient care unit, and hold legal authority to make care delivery changes. Availability of the NP role coupled with legal authority to make medical-based care delivery decisions allow rapid response to solve patient issues. Timeliness reduces fracturing of care actions and fosters maintenance of interdependent tasks of professions.

NP participants valued an engaged team. Actions expressed by NPs and team members suggested NPs act to foster this engagement. Trust developed through NP attention to team needs, and how well the NP balanced extending into actions and professional boundaries. The day-to-day presence of the NP role promoted linkages of patient information within a team of constantly changing IP team members. Consistency, valued in both perspectives, ensured quality and accurate communication of changing patient information amongst team members. This was especially necessary in situations of urgency. There was a perception of inclusiveness where NPs acknowledge team members’ work as important, maximized the use of their professional skills, and ensure frequent connection with team members. NP knowledge of professional roles, confidence in team member professional expertise, and valuing of shared leadership described by both perspectives facilitated interdependence and shared responsibility required in collaboration and teamwork. The engaged team enhanced timely responses to patient care needs and supported a productive vision of team function. These actions reflect varying levels of the elements of teamwork proposed by Reeves et al. (2010).

NP and team member perspectives suggested the NP role was central within the team and enacted actions that support cohesiveness. Overlapping knowledge with several professionals promoted role understanding, and open communication. Open
communication connected team members and provided opportunity for several elements of teamwork: shared decision-making, shared goals, and clarity of responsibilities. The advanced NP knowledge supported communication of rationale for decisions, evidence and pathophysiology, fostering clear goals and a cohesive approach to care delivery. Described NP actions of coordination of patient transfers, completing intricate time-consuming procedures, and sharing leadership illustrate elements of teamwork on various levels. Participant descriptions indicated changes in NP roles dependent upon needs. This may represent NP initiated changes in actions to adjust to the type of IP work required by the situation.

Power influences arose from hospital operational and senior leaders, and physicians negatively influencing HB NP integration. Tensions between team members and NPs influenced NP role effectiveness. Unwarranted leader constraint of HB NP role enactment reduced role flexibility thus inhibiting HB NP role evolution to match changing patient and team needs. A lack of flexibility could also restrict HB NP actions used in response to altering forms of IP work required to meet increasingly complex or urgent goals. Hospital leader approaches that exclude HB NP roles from organizational system knowledge reduced HB NP effectiveness in monitoring and responding to gaps. The lack of organization system knowledge reduces the NPs’ ability to integrate hospital goals with directions for team approaches to care delivery. Organisational support is necessary to promote IP work, and factors such as those described above have the potential to severely inhibit effective collaboration and teamwork (Reeves, et al., 2010).

Another explanation for ineffective role integration can be the social theory of professionalization. Physician tensions with NP roles can be described as a professionalism approach to maintain control of the body of the work of medicine, the type of relationships with other professions, and negotiation of ambiguous boundaries establishing who directs care (Freidson, 2001). Physician approval of the HB NP as an autonomous decision-maker created acceptance of HB NP role legitimacy within the team, thus providing opportunity for HB NP to promote IP work. Without autonomous decision-making, the HB NP role is rendered unable to facilitate IP work, particularly
collaboration and teamwork. Team members expressed HB NP roles sometimes exerted power that inhibited IP collaboration, while NP participants countered describing team member power through choosing whether to heed HB NP care directions based on acceptance of the NP role. Further exploration of power influences on enactment of the HB NP role is warranted.

Limitations to this study are considered. The findings explored here are within the IP context although neither team members nor NPs were specifically invited to address IP actions or values. Additionally, different jurisdictions have varying regulations governing NP practice and levels of education alter role enactment. This study is based on participants from one province within Canada and findings may not generalize to different social, historical, or situational contexts. Finally, the findings were explored using one IP teamwork model. Exploration with another model may raise different relationships and understandings.

4.6 Conclusion

The NP role was explored from their perspective and information from that analysis applied to the existing team perspective framework creating a new multi-perspective framework. Theoretical exploration of the category Focus on Team Working using the Contingency Framework of IP work revealed associations with current IP literature. Congruence of the category with IP work thus suggests HB NPs have a role in building cohesive IP teams. The resultant HB NP IP practice framework therefore serves several purposes. Connections between system knowledge and inclusion of program and hospital goals with clinical practice are highlighted. This can aid hospital leaders in positioning the HB NP within the leadership level to align team identity with program and hospital goals. Current and future HB NPs can use the framework to understand actions to promote IP work, including situations where tensions exist within and across team roles. Academia can use the framework to inform NP curricula and enhance NP graduate knowledge of effective role integration, as well as a basis for further research.
4.7 References for Chapter Four


Chapter 5

5. Discussion

In this final chapter an integrated summary of the research study findings is presented. The chapter is divided into two sections: Formation of the HB NP IP practice theory and contributions of the study to knowledge. Four contributions that raise the HB NP IP practice framework to theory are presented; 1) team member perspective of NP role value, 2) NP perspective of their role value, 3) privilege and power constructions related to the NP role, and 4) grounding with IP theory. Contributions of the study to knowledge include key study conclusions, implications, and future research.

5.1 Formation of HB NP IP Practice Theory

What stands as theory is a common dispute. Constructivist grounded theory is an evolved methodology thus holds a new interpretation of what stands as theory. Charmaz (2006) describes theorizing as a reconstruction activity of imaginative understanding of a research problem or phenomenon that is analytic, abstract, and substantive. Theorizing within this study involved an iterative process of grounding and generating, first in the multiple realities and later in facts, values, and social life to reach abstract understanding of process and meanings (Charmaz, 2006). The emerging HB NP IP practice theory is generated through iterative grounding in multiple perspectives, implicit and explicit power and privilege, and IP theory. Value perceptions and described power influences from the two participant groups informed the resultant HB NP IP practice framework presented in chapter four. Inclusion of multiple perspectives allowed for integration of diverse subjective meanings of NP actions producing a more comprehensive understanding of reality (Charmaz, 2000, 2006). Exploration of power embedded in socio-political positions and value systems supported consideration of forces and tensions. These forces and tensions enabled or disenabled NP action construction within the IP context. Exposing them, furthers usefulness of the emerging theory (Charmaz, 2006). The formation of the emerging theory is based on quality research assessed using
criteria of credibility, originality, resonance, and usefulness (Appendix G) (Charmaz, 2006).

5.1.1 Team members’ perspective of role value

Team members’ experiences of working within a hospital team with a NP provided meaning of NP value to team professionals. Three key NP action foci create role value, easing others’ workload, holding patient care together, and evolving practice. Team members identified the importance of NP actions, and exposed power influences. The shared value perception focused on NP actions that created a safety net for patient care, and enhanced the efficiency of individual team members. The shared team goal for safe patient care was achieved through NP actions that assumed time-intensive, detailed work, or works not currently done (referred to by participants as gaps). Enhancing team member efficiency related to timely decision-making as well as role boundary overlap. Most professions, not only physicians, described shared knowledge and tasks that enabled role boundary overlap. Key factors that constructed NP role value included legitimate advanced knowledge and authority, and ease of team member access to the NP. However, trust with the NP role was necessary before factors were valued. Team members implied the NP was responsible to develop and maintain trust and factors of value.

5.1.2 NP perspective of role value

The HB NPs’ lived experience of working within a hospital team provided a different perspective of NP role value meaning. Comparatively important actions and meanings were identified and power influences exposed. The shared value perception focused on NP actions aimed to improve patient care and the healthcare system. Key factors that constructed NP role value included the NPs capacity for role evolvement, effective response to program gaps, and influence to build an engaged team. The NP perspective substantiated NP actions identified by team members, and suggested alternate views to category importance. Actions deemed “invisible” by NPs were also exposed and their importance considered. In contrast to team members, NPs felt their response to program gaps through evolving their role and advancing the specialty were of greatest importance to ensure quality and safe patient care. NP participants described much of this work as
“behind the scenes” and invisible to team members. For example, NPs felt team members were not aware of the time NPs spent coordinating, facilitating, communicating, and engaging in program improvement projects. They also described clinical time spent admitting, discharging, and providing system change knowledge to physicians and medical residents as invisible to operational and senior leaders.

5.1.3 Privilege and power construction

Application of a critical lens throughout the analysis exposed constructions of privilege and power as a result of social and political structures thus grounding the HB NP IP practice framework in these contexts (Charmaz, 2006). The socio-political position of the HB NP within the IP team is based on role value meaning constructions that create privilege, subordination, inequality, or power. Constructions of role value meaning suggested an ideology of the effective position of the HB NP role within the hospital team as one sensitive and responsive to patient, team, and system needs therefore constantly adjusting in response to changing needs. Exposed HB NP privileges provide enlightenment of actions employed that potentially foster status-quo (to protect advantages), create tensions, and enable productive or oppressive power. Both participants groups described competing power interests between roles and individuals. These interests exposed forces preventing HB NPs from shaping decisions that influence effective role integration and outcomes.

5.1.3.1 Privilege

Implicitly and explicitly shared privileges of the HB NP role arose from four factors. These are 1) education within the medical model of illness and management, 2) legal authorization to make decisions regarding medical diagnosis and care management, 3) graduate university education beyond entry to practice for nursing, and 4) care accountability that differs from standard hospital direct care nursing roles. These factors influenced constant repositioning within the hospital team based on simultaneous movement along three continua: nursing-medicine, dominant-subordinate, and clinical-organization / healthcare systems. The intersection of the three continua represents the position of the NP role within the IP team (Figure 3).
**Nursing-medicine continuum:** The horizontal continuum is representative of the knowledge bases of nursing and medicine therefore has nursing and medicine as opposite poles. This continuum represents the spectrum of NP approaches based on the degree of wellness or disease knowledge required. The NP position adjusts along the continuum to meet the current clinical needs of the patient, patient population, or specialty. Advantages for the NP include comprehension of both nursing and medicine perspectives and use of knowledge to adjust language and approaches preferred by either profession to attain credibility.

**Dominant-subordinate continuum:** The NP position on a second, vertical continuum illustrates varying degrees of dominant and subordinate activities dependent on the urgency or complexity of the patient situation, and the group membership. Healthcare provision retains the concepts of dominant and subordinate where the dominant agent provides a command and the subordinate voluntarily complies due to social values or politically created regulation or legislation (Weber, 1968). Legal authorization for HB NPs to diagnose, order and interpret diagnostic tests, refer to specialists, and prescribe therapeutic treatments or medications creates gradations of NP dominance over team members to follow “orders”. Multiple professionals, as well as NPs described this authority as valuable in promoting timely care delivery and enabling team member efficiency. Urgent situations required immediate decisions and therefore a highly dominant position was essential, while less urgent situations afforded the HB NP time to engage team members in goal development and care decisions. Group composition also influenced HB NP position on the dominant-subordinate continuum. For example, when no physician was present, the HB NP would write an “order” for another health care professional to enact thus creating a HB NP dominant- team member subordinate relationship. When a physician was present, the HB NP position shifted along the continuum in response to the level and type of specialty knowledge required in the situation and who held it.

**Clinical-organization / healthcare systems continuum:** The third continuum represents the shifting of the NP position along the continuum between participation in clinical and
organizational or healthcare systems work. Leadership and change management actions are essential to organizational and healthcare system work. Graduate education, and direct care expectations different from standard hospital direct care nurses provide advantages of being current in broad systems knowledge and being included in strategic initiatives. Team members valued the “big picture” perspective the HB NP brought to the program through broader organization involvement. They also highlighted the impact for the organization when the NP role was enabled to share specialty knowledge beyond the hospital setting. This continuum illustrates the importance of NP role flexibility in moving along this continuum from participating in direct care decision making to involvement in systems knowledge and activities. This flexibility allowed NPs to balance their clinical expertise with their application of healthcare system knowledge, research, and leadership to address care gaps, enhance specialty knowledge, and effect system change.

**Figure 3: Dimensions of Hospital-Based NP Role Position.**

*Note.* Three continua illustrate the dimensions impacting the position of HB NP role within the IP team. Anchors represent socio-political influences of professional knowledge (nursing-medicine), legal authority (dominant-subordinate), and participation (clinical-organization or healthcare systems).
The position of the NP role within the hospital team is one of constant repositioning dependent on the NP capacity to assess and respond in a timely manner to patient, team member, program, and organization needs. NPs described their role as one in constant evolution while responding to gaps as team members spoke of their ability to “absorb whatever role is needed” (registered nurse). The constant motion and numerous locations of intersection of the HB NP position within the team provide a new explanation for how and why the role is beneficial and highlights a fresh consideration of why role clarity has remained elusive.

5.1.3.2 Power construction

Construction of productive and oppressive power, and resulting tensions between individuals and groups within the hospital team emerged from the data. Experiences of tensions and oppressive power influencing HB NP role enactment were described by both team members and NPs as arising predominantly from physicians and hospital leaders (operational and senior). NPs described tensions and power influences emanating from other team members (professions). In contrast, team members highlighted tensions created by HB NP actions suggestive of NP efforts to maintain role advantages and exert power. Identification of tension and power related to categories of NP actions within the HB NP IP practice framework substantiates conditions under which productive and oppressive actions arise and are maintained (Charmaz, 2006).

Tensions between physicians and HB NPs arose from four main concerns. These were physician confidence in NP competence to make autonomous decisions, negotiation of role overlap, control of time commitment priorities, and fiscal competition. Physicians spoke of concerns with HB NPs scope of practice as consuming aspects of what had traditionally been their exclusive domain. Physicians expressed having limited knowledge of NP education, which hindered their confidence in NP patient care decisions. Physicians feared that NPs might not recognize the limits of their knowledge resulting in delays in requesting physician intervention. The introduction of NP roles creating competition for scare healthcare dollars was also a physician concern.
Team members described monitoring the value and legitimacy of the HB NP role based solely on physician acceptance. Team members considered physician restrictions, such as requiring the HB NP to review all situations with them prior to decision-making, as physician dominance creating tensions and power inequities. Varying perspectives of approaches to meet team needs between the HB NP and physicians led to disagreements, and at times complete physician disregard for the NP role. This type of power exemplifies professionalism as one source of group control (Freidson, 2001; Sullivan, 1999; Svensson, 2006). Professional power is based on occupational control of specific knowledge refined through theory and research, numbers of qualified persons entering the profession, and the jurisdiction of knowledge and skill application (Freidson, 2001). For physicians, their political and economic resources gained through professionalism has allowed for maintenance of their privileged position. The NP role challenges this position. For example, negotiation of professional role boundary overlap consists of establishing the rights to the work (thus impacting available work), and determining of role task supervision (Freidson, 2001). Role overlap through the expanded scope of NP practice has placed physicians and NPs in conflict related to legitimate authority and autonomous decision-making.

The HB NP IP practice framework provides insights into means and actions to negotiate role overlaps and moderate tensions. Physicians who spoke of positive relationships with HB NPs described their trust in these NPs’ knowledge and decision-making. Developing and maintaining trust to alleviate or overcome role overlap tensions have been minimally described in the literature (Kilpatrick et al., 2012; Nancarrow, 2004). The HB NP IP practice framework demonstrates a relationship between trust development and maintenance, and physician acceptance of full scope of NP practice within the IP team.

Tensions and power differentials between HB NPs and hospital leaders focused on leader-enforced role restrictions. These restrictions impacted role vision and enactment, and reduced NP flexibility. Leader control of NP resources, such as systems information, time commitment, and finances, limited NP effectiveness. Managerial valuing of organizational measurable outcomes, at times, altered the NP role. At the same time, NP
participants discussed frustrations with uninformed, rigid, or short-term visions for HB NP utilization by hospital leaders. They felt these restrictive approaches limited team and specialty support, and created NP monotony and role stagnation resulting in silo practices. Managerialism, enacted through control by hospital leaders, is reported to be slowly overpowering professionalism through measuring professional worth not by patient outcomes but by attainment of organizational efficiency goals and state required outcomes (Freidson, 2001; Svensson, 2006). Managerial power sanctions leaders to limit or alter roles to achieve organizational outcomes thus promoting normative practices that meet the interests of the organization (Svensson, 2006). The HB NP IP practice framework illustrates how hospital leader approaches to limit organizational knowledge translation, and restrict access to mentoring of NP colleagues negatively influence HB NP role benefits for the organization. The ability to move along the clinical-organization / healthcare systems continuum, combined with HB NP dialogue of their passion to change the status quo, suggests that HB NPs are well positioned with teams to promote system change at the clinical level. However, achieving the same is dependent on hospital leaders conveying organizational information to HB NPs. When present this information supports effective role evolution to address gaps, and needed resources to advance patient care delivery within the organization and specialty (Almost & Laschinger, 2002). HB NP access to organizational information, resources, and structural empowerment promoted trust of leadership, collaboration, and reduced job strain (Almost & Laschinger, 2002). Hospital leader control of HB NP time commitments created tensions with actions valued by team members, and in particular physicians. Team members acknowledged frustration with limited leader support for HB NP time to carry out research or share new knowledge that could advance the specialty. Physician expectations of HB NP priorities and time spent completing medical work were not always congruent with leader expectations, creating tension. NPs reported working within a physician-management matrix of power domination often forced them to choose allegiance to one over the other. Matrix management and medicine reporting was found to exist in more than 60% of HB NP roles in a workforce survey (Hurlock-Chorostecki, van Soeren, & Goodwin, 2008). Some NPs, when caught in this position for prolonged periods of time, chose to resign from the program. This finding suggests that power inequities create role dissatisfaction leading to
intention to resign or actual turnover. The three dimensions of HB NP role position provide hospital leaders with an explanation of how systems knowledge and allegiance pressures impact on the effectiveness of HB NP actions. Hospital leaders, who advocate for the importance of a balance between HB NP clinician and systems actions, can enable HB NP efficacy. In turn, hospital leader supports and resources of HB NP actions can effectively facilitate change within the clinical realm in alignment with organizational outcome needs.

Physician and hospital leader tensions commonly arose from political constructions while social relations and opinions account for similar tensions with other team members. When HB NPs balanced their use of informational, legitimate, and expert power, team members respected the NP (see Chapter three for discussion of NP balancing of actions). These socially based power relationships have been described in the literature (Freidson, 2001; Mintzberg, 1989; Raven, 1992). Team members described the centrality and consistency of the HB NP role and its actions as holding patient care together. This power was based on the development and maintenance of trust between HB NPs and team member, a role deemed by team members as the responsibility of the NP. The link between trust and power is well described in the literature (Connell & Mannion, 2006; Cottrell, Neuberg, & Li, 2007; Gilson, 2006). HB NPs may not realize the importance of their power nor how their actions influence development and viability of trust. The NP role as a repository of patient information and consultant to clinical team members was also seen as central for team members and support of their role. The importance of NP centrality in teams was recently described in research (van Soeren, Hurlock-Chorostecki, Kenaszchuk, Abramovich, & Reeves, 2009; Williamson, Twelvetree, Thompson, & Beaver, 2012). However, consideration of impact of HB NP actions and power influences have not been reported previously. Power inequities between NPs and team members arose from poor communication of key knowledge creating the perception of disrespect. NPs and team members were equally guilty of “not listening” to each other thus creating tensions and the potential to engage in ineffective patient care or team actions. Informational power afforded to HB NPs held the potential of power inequity and may explain the return of gaps when the NP was away. HB NP efforts to take exclusive
control over managing gaps may be a method of defining NP specific tasks and outcomes as a means to secure both employment and associated privilege.

Power sources influencing NP practice within hospital teams are multifaceted and impact the effectiveness of NP role integration and enactment. Awareness and attention to power inequity and tensions can contribute to role integration and enactment closer to identified subjective ideologies. Clear understanding of privilege, power, and actions to reduce tensions and conflict can potentially foster improved integration of NP roles within teams. The expanded awareness of power and privilege thus informs choices to enable a positive focus on IP teamwork and collaboration.

5.1.4 Grounding with IP Theory

Exploration of HB NP actions using IP theory provides an understanding of HB NP practice within the complex context of IP hospital teams. The review of recent NP literature in chapter two identified limited exploration of HB NP practice within the context of interprofesionality. Purposeful comparison of the HB NP IP practice framework with IP theory provides fresh insights into construction of meanings and actions within the IP context. NPs described a goal of building an engaged team to enable quality patient care delivery within the category of Focus on Team Working. Chapter four identified congruencies between actions within the category and the four levels of IP working described in the Contingency Framework (teamwork, collaboration, coordination, and networking) (Reeves, Lewin, Espin, & Zwarenstein, 2010). The identified congruence suggests HB NPs play a key role in building cohesive teams and fostering smooth team transitions to appropriate levels of IP work based on team and patient needs. Further exploration of the HB NP IP practice framework reveals known IP factors within all three concepts.

NP actions mirror IP factors identified in the literature review in chapter two. These actions were described as coordinating, formal and informal knowledge sharing, respectful language use, early engagement of IP team members, inviting team members perspectives, and connecting team members. Therefore, within the IP context, the HB NP
is a key player in promoting interprofessionality within the IP team. Actions reflective of IP factors are apparent throughout the HB NP IP practice framework. Respectful, frequent, and timely communication ensured both patients and team members are well informed of the plan of care. Networking, described as valuable within all categories, aided in coordination of interdependent team tasks, smooth patient transitions, and fostered national and international specialty connections. Connecting team members, early engagement, and sharing leadership suggest that HB NPs value collaborative working.

Collaboration competencies, described as role clarification, team functioning, dealing with interprofessional conflict, and collaborative leadership, are presented as a National Interprofessional Competency Framework (NICF) (Bainbridge, Nasmith, & Orchard, 2010). The legitimate authority to change patient care plans coupled with the above-mentioned IP factors used by HB NPs to build an engaged team, suggest a high competency level for collaborative leadership. The multiple NP actions identified within the category Focus on Team Working illustrate competency in team functioning. Exploration of power and privilege exposes where and how IP conflict can arise. The HB NP IP practice framework provides insights for NPs to work toward positive approaches to deal with IP conflict. For example, building trust, balancing actions, and maintaining awareness of degree of role overlap can mitigate tensions and conflict. In contrast to the NICF, the HB NP IP practice framework goes beyond IP understanding. Both the theory and the dimensions of HB NP role position highlight how NP role flexibility, and access to broad organizational information and resources can mitigate clinical IP role tensions triggered by organizational efficiency activities generated by state required outcomes. The ability of the HB NP to foster clinical and system quality and change depends on hospital leader support of role flexibility along the three dimensions of HB NP role position.

The HB NP IP practice framework identified the importance of role flexibility and evolution. This may be describing the challenge HB NPs face in attaining the NICF competency of self-role clarification. The three dimensions of HB NP role position
suggests role clarity cannot be well defined through the compartmentalization or clear delineation of tasks we traditionally rely on to determine role success. The perpetual motion of HB NP role position among the dimensions allows the HB NP to effectively fill gaps, initiate change, and foster changing levels of IP team working. This suggests achieving role clarity in the traditional sense would impede HB NP role function thus negatively impact desired patient and system outcomes.

The described contributions raise the HB NP IP practice framework to that of a substantial theory grounded in the lived experience of team members and HB NPs. The team perspective is the interpretive base of the theory and provides role value meaning, action based properties of this meaning, and the importance of resultant outcomes. The team perspective introduces the importance of building trust and balancing the extent of actions (extending within boundaries of others’ professional role) to role effectiveness. Role value meaning arises as three conceptual categories, or practice foci, (evolve NP role and advance the specialty, focus on team working, and hold patient care together) grounded in process, rather than themes, thus provides more than role description (Charmaz, 2006). The HB NP perspective provides substantiation of the existing categories and adjusts their levels of importance to balance the perspectives. HB NP insights enhance category definitions making them clear and more abstract. Missing and understated actions further understanding of important role actions. Exploration of privilege integrates socio-political influences and furthers abstraction. The socio-political position of the HB NP emerges as the intersection of three continua illustrating the importance of perpetual role change based on identified team, system, and patient needs. The socio-political position affects construction of role value meaning creating privilege, subordination, inequality, or power. Exposure of power enhances depth of the categories (Charmaz, 2005). Understanding the cause of tensions from professional, managerial, and informational inequities enables predicting action outcomes and can guide toward effective role implementation, and integration. Grounding of the HB NP framework with existing IP theory furthers abstraction and depth of the categories (Charmaz, 2006). The grounding with IP theory links how and why HB NPs construct actions with IP factors, collaboration competencies, and transitions through multiple levels of IP work.
Therefore, the described contributions justify the generation of HB NP IP practice as an emerging substantial theory (Appendix H).

5.2 Contributions to Knowledge

Analysis of the research findings refines, extends, and challenges current knowledge of the NP role within IP hospital teams. Contributions comprise of new knowledge including a framework, an emerging theory, and a diagram of dimensions of role position. Offered are key conclusions, implications for professionals, and suggestions for future research.

5.2.1 New contributions

Four new contributions are offered to advance knowledge. These are presented in summary format with location of the full text in parentheses.

- A team perspective framework offers the perception of NP role value within the IP hospital team grounded in the lived experience of IP hospital team members (Chapter 3)
  - Three main categories represent the key practice foci creating role value meaning: easing others’ workload, holding patient care together, and evolving practice. Easing others’ workload is most valuable.
  - Two sub-categories, how NP actions are constructed, are of greatest value to team members: being available and working legitimately in two worlds.
  - The importance of constructed actions, why they are constructed, is to enable quality, safe, and timely patient care, enhance team member efficiency, and evolve practice.

- A HB NP IP practice theory based in the team perspective and substantiated by the NP perspective, and influences of power and privilege is offered as a pragmatic interpretive rendering of HB NP role value within the IP hospital team (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).
  - Three main categories represent the key practice foci creating role value meaning: evolve NP role and advance the specialty, focus on team
working, and hold patient care together. Evolve NP role and advance the specialty, and focus on team working are equally high in value.

- Eight sub-categories, each with their own properties, illustrate how actions are constructed.
- The importance of constructed actions, why they are constructed, is to enable quality, safe, and timely patient care, build an engaged team, improve patient flow through the healthcare system, advance the specialty, and sustain the NP role.

- Three dimensions of HB NP role position within the IP hospital team is offered as an explanation of how socio-political influences shape NP practice responses (Chapter 5)
  - Three dimension are: professional knowledge (nursing-medicine continuum), legal authority (dominant-subordinate continuum), and participation (clinical-organization / healthcare systems continuum).
  - The position of the NP role, the intersection of the three dimensions, moves in response to NP assessment of patient, team, program, and system needs.

- Three dimensions of HB NP role position within the IP hospital team is offered as an explanation of why HB NP role clarity remains elusive (Chapter 5)
  - The perpetual motion of HB NP role position among the dimensions allows the HB NP to effectively fill gaps, initiate change, and foster changing levels of IP team working.
  - Defining the HB NP role through compartmentalization or clear delineation of tasks would impede HB NP role flexibility negatively impacting desired patient and system outcomes.

5.2.2 Conclusions

Twelve conclusions discussed throughout chapters two to five are offered here in bullet format as a summary. Location of the full discussion is provided to enable the reader to return and rediscover the context of the conclusion.
• Exploration of HB NP practice is occurring within four countries across the globe focusing on a variety of interests. Research of role enactment within the IP team context remains relatively unstudied or at least unreported at this time. Given the level of importance placed on IP collaboration and teamwork globally, and the continued employment of the NP role within hospital teams, it is timely to explore the HB NP role within the context of IP teams (Chapter 2).

• The HB NP role is seen by team members as valuable provided it attends to easing team members’ workload, holding patient care together, focussing on team working, advancing the specialty practice, and evolving the NP role (Chapter 3).

• Two HB NP approaches were essential for team members, being available and holding legislated authority to make care decision changes. Team members valued the effect as the timely coordination of patient care changes, improved organization of their day, and a sense of an eased workload (Chapter 3).

• The development and maintenance of trust is the HB NPs responsibility. Trust, essential to acceptance of the NP role, was required before other HB NP actions could be effective (Chapter 3).

• The NP role importance within the IP team is enactment of actions that enable quality, safe, and timely patient care, enhance knowledge and efficiency of team members, improve patient flow through the system, advance the specialty, and sustain the NP role (Chapter 4).

• Role flexibility and evolution are essential to effective gap vigilance; NP monitoring for and responding to address the gap. Gap vigilance creates a “safety net” for patient care (Chapter 4).

• NP perspective of their role value closely aligns with team members perspective providing substantiation to the categories and sub-categories. Missing and understated actions within the team member perspective are described by NPs as “invisible work” that is completed “behind the scene” or on their own time (Chapter 4).

• HB NPs enact their role at the intersection of three dimensions of their position within the IP team (nursing-medicine, dominant-subordinate, and clinical-
organization / healthcare systems) where the intersection is in perpetual motion based on NP continuous vigilance of, and response to, changing patient, team, program, and system needs (Chapter 5).

- The perpetual adjustment of the intersection along the three dimensions of role position impedes role clarity within a culture that values a compartmentalized, task delineated role definition (Chapter 5).

- Power inequity and tensions impact NP role integration and effective role enactment. Professional (medicine) and managerial power were highly influential while social power and tensions were enacted between other team members and NPs (Chapter 5).

- A key tension impacting HB NP role integration and efficacy is conflicting managerial and medicine professional power. Prolonged tension of this type is a precursor to NP role dissatisfaction and resignation (Chapter 5).

- Several actions in use by HB NPs mirror IP factors that, combined with the central and consistent NP presence, become key levers to stimulate IP collaboration and teamwork. HB NPs model IP factors through early engagement of team member expertise, inviting team members to share their expertise, frequent connecting and communicating with team members, and promoting shared leadership (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).

5.2.3 Implications

Implications arising from the study specific to NPs, hospital leaders, healthcare professionals, academics, and policy makers are offered here. The emerging HB NP IP practice theory, and the dimensions of HB NP role position diagram provide NPs with pragmatic tools that are useful at the practice level. The emerging HB NP IP practice theory provides new knowledge that can be used by NPs to articulation their role within IP hospital teams. It can be applied to new role implementation, introduction of a new NP into an existing role, role negotiation, and maintenance of existing role effectiveness. The introduction of IP considerations reveals actions NPs can engage in or perfect to enhance their contribution toward IP collaboration and teamwork. Exposure of privilege and
power influences may enlighten NPs to the sources and potential approaches to manage tensions and employment dissatisfaction effectively. Categories and their properties can aid in identifying role outcome measures, especially as roles evolve and legislative authority changes. Finally, the dimensions of role position can be used by NPs to determine the socio-political influences impacting their position within the IP team, consider the effective position to meet the current situation or need, and judge their use of power and privilege.

Hospital operational and senior leaders can use the findings from this study in multiple manners. The findings can aid leaders in understanding how to support or create a HB NP role to facilitate attainment of operational goals, meet program needs such as advancement of specialty knowledge and team member support, and identify approaches to create and sustain NP roles within their organization or portfolio. Hospital leaders can work with NPs to align hospital and program needs with NP categories to establish measureable outcomes. The findings provide new information for leaders that highlight the importance and value of engaging NP roles in organizational information and processes to effect change, and exposes the negative impact on NP roles when leaders share a power matrix with physicians.

The study findings are also of value to other professions. Key findings include knowledge of identified shared goals of quality, safe, and timely patient care suggesting an IP approach. Enlightenment of how power and privilege influence role integration and enactment are valuable for professional understanding of their role in creating and resolving tensions. Professional organization leaders and policy makers can use the findings to inform regulatory and legislative changes for NP practice.

The frameworks, diagram, and emerging theory offered here provide new information for academics of all professions. The findings from this study can inform curricula changes within general nursing programs, nurse practitioner programs, and interprofessional education. Finally, the study provides new questions arising from the findings that may be of interest to researchers. These questions are offered here.
5.2.4 Future research

- The HB NP IP practice theory emerged from data within one healthcare jurisdiction. Understanding may be limited to role enactment within Ontario, Canada hospitals. Future research should build on this work through testing and revising the framework within different jurisdictions to increase its relevance.

- This study offers an in-depth investigation from multiple perspectives of how and why HB NP actions are constructed, and the importance of their consequences. Future research can test the applicability of the findings to NP roles within community and other settings to consider role similarity and difference.

- The emerging HB NP IP practice theory offers a pragmatic tool for use by practitioners. The theory differs from previous frameworks, including the Canadian national NP framework, and provides new information on NP role practice. Research comparing and critiquing contributions from the HB NP IP practice framework with existing frameworks is necessary to inform revision during this time of role practice growth.

- Categories, sub-categories, and their properties described in the HB NP IP practice theory redefine work content of HB NP roles thus providing new approaches to consider HB NP outcomes. To build on this work, future research should explore the HB NP IP practice theory to consider and align measurable HB NP outcomes.

- One key category within the emerging HB NP IP practice theory, hold patient care together, describes NP actions of interaction with patients and families to enable resolution of health alteration issues and successful transition to community level of care. These perceptions arise from team members and NPs within the hospital. Future research including perceptions of hospitalized patients and their families and perceptions of primary care providers assuming care after hospitalization would provide greater comprehension of HB NP actions and their effect.

- Centrality and consistency of the HB NP role, communication, early engagement of team member expertise, and propensity to share leadership emerged as key IP
levers employed by HB NPs within the category Focus on Team Working. Further research is required to determine if, and to what extent, the NP employed levers influence IP collaboration and teamwork.

- An intraprofessional concern raised by study participants was the impact the NP role had on the RN role. Some nurses identified the role as an opportunity for nurse advancement while a few others expressed concern introduction of an NP within the team altered their role and relationship with physicians. Within Ontario, recent legislative changes extending NP authorities, and the current approach of lobbying to expand the scope of the general nurse class, have the potential to create new tensions and role clarity concerns. Professional nursing organizations should consider research to explore intraprofessional tensions to optimize role utilization.

The resultant emerging HB NP IP practice theory offers an interpretive understanding of HB NP practice that is beyond description yet remains useful in every day practice (Charmaz, 2006). The emerging theory reflects the multiple realities of working with a HB NP role as well as the reality of working as a HB NP within an IP team. Facts, values, and social influences interwoven in the interpretation substantiate and clarify fresh meanings and actions of HB NP practice within IP teams (Charmaz, 2006). The HB NP IP practice theory is useful for NPs, leaders, and academia to understand and explain the role within hospital teams, predict influences on outcomes, and therefore guide appropriate role introduction and effective integration to achieve desired patient, team, and system outcomes. The theory also provides a new foundation for further conceptual, explanatory, and predictive research (Charmaz, 2006).

5.3 References for Chapter Five


Appendix A: Historical Background of the HB NP Role in Ontario.

As of January 2013, there are 2,135 NPs registered in Ontario, Canada with 624 registered in the NP specialty of Adult or Paediatrics (College of Nurses of Ontario, 2013). The NP role in Ontario has a history of a staggered approach to role education and legislative advancements. This approach created confusion with role clarity, integration, and adequate advancement of knowledge through research.

Since the 1960s, Ontario educated nurses for roles that overlapped with what was traditionally within the realm of medicine. A key study in Burlington Ontario demonstrated safety and efficacy of this innovative nursing role (Spitzer et al., 1974), yet education programs were terminated in 1983. Gaps in hospital care provided the opportunity for expanding nursing roles and new NP education programs were offered at McMaster University in 1986 for neonatal intensive care (NNP). The University of Western Ontario offered a post Masters program for Expanded Role Nurses to work in tertiary care hospitals from 1987 until the late 1990s. In 1994, the Ontario government elected to establish the NP role in primary health care and supported creation of a new primary health care NP education program. This program was offered at ten universities. A significant amount of research of the NP role within primary healthcare settings informed the role in this setting (DiCenso & Matthews, 2005). The same year, the College of Nurses of Ontario established regulations for an “extended class” of nursing. Nurses in this class would be authorized to work in a collaborative relationship with a physician to diagnose, prescribe diagnostic tests from a limited list, and prescribe medications from a limited list. Legislation for the extended class of nursing was proclaimed in 1998. It was determined that only the primary care role would be authorized through the new PHC specific NP education and College registration, to create a group of “generalists” to meet the primary health care needs of people in communities (Health Professions Regulatory Advisory Council, 1996). NP roles within hospitals were viewed as more complicated and potentially requiring different education and scope of practice and thus became referred to as “specialists” (Health Professions Regulatory
Advisory Council, 1996). This latter group was excluded from the new education, regulation, legislation, and most NP research at the time. They remained in the general class of nursing.

NPs continued to be employed within hospitals despite exclusion from the extended class of nursing. The University of Toronto offered hospital-based NP education for paediatric and adult specialties beginning in 1994. These graduates assumed the title of acute care NP (ACNP). The role was valuable, safe and efficient, and supportive of reducing physician workload (Sidani et al., 2006; van Soeren, Kirby, & Andrusyszyn, 2002). A 2005 NP workforce survey estimated that approximately 400 specialist or ACNPs worked in Ontario hospitals despite having neither specific implementation funding, nor recognition of their extended nursing knowledge (Hurlock-Chorostecki, van Soeren, & Goodwin, 2008). Of interest, the survey also noted hospitals as the second largest employer of NPs registered as PHC (van Soeren, Hurlock-Chorostecki, Goodwin, & Baker, 2009).

The hospital-based specialist NP role was legally included in the extended class of nursing in 2008, the year following legal protection of the title “nurse practitioner”. The titles NNP and ACNP were retired to support new credentials of NP-Adult, and NP-Paediatrics. Legislation proclaimed in 2011 provided all NP classifications (NP adult, NP paediatrics, and NP primary health care) increased autonomy. The limited lists were removed providing NPs the authority to prescribe medications and diagnostic tests. NPs have been authorized as prescribers of controlled substances nationally although provincial legislation and College of Nurses regulations remain as working documents. This limitation is expected to be removed within the next two years. Restrictions in the Public Hospital Act were also removed providing NPs the authority to autonomously treat hospital in-patients and discharge them from hospital care. The authority to autonomously admit patients to hospitals became effective for NPs the following year, 2012. To date, some regulations and hospital policy require revisions before NPs can practice to full legally authorized scope of practice.
The NP role within Ontario has significantly advanced in a short period with the regulation of HB NP roles and expanded authority. Comparison across the globe remains a challenge due to variations of titles and definitions of authority between countries. Variation within jurisdictions and multiple levels of authorizing create complexity of role understanding. Table 7 is offered as a simplified and limited comparison based on available published documents.

Table 7: NP Role Summary across the Globe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Date of inception</th>
<th>Authority to diagnose</th>
<th>Authority to prescribe treatment</th>
<th>Authority to prescribe medication</th>
<th>Authority to refer to other professionals</th>
<th>Authority to admit to hospital</th>
<th>Title protection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1960s</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1960s</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>2000s</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>2000s</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>2000s</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. This chart is inclusive of countries publishing information of NP roles. 1= authority varies throughout the country Sources: (American Academy of Nurse Practitioners, 2010; Australian College of Nurse Practitioners, 2013; Nurse Practitioner UK, 2013; Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia, 2012; Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2011; Royal College of Nursing, 2012a, 2012b; Sheer & Wong, 2008; van Soeren, Hurlock-Chorostecki, Kenaszchuk, Abramovich, & Reeves, 2009)
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Title of Study: Hospital-based nurse practitioner practice: An exploration of Interprofessional teams

Doctoral Student: Christina (Tina) Hurlock-Chorostecki PhD(c), NP-Adult

University of Western Ontario

Supervisor: Dr. Cheryl Forchuk, Arthur Labatt Family School of Nursing, University of Western Ontario

You are being invited to participate in a research study entitled Hospital-based nurse practitioner practice: An exploration of interprofessional teams. We are asking you to take part because you are working in a clinical role as a nurse practitioner (NP) in an Ontario hospital. In order to decide whether or not you want to be a part of this study, you should understand what is involved and the potential risks and benefits. This form gives detailed information about the study. Please take the time to read this carefully and feel free to ask questions if anything is unclear, or there are words or phrases you do not understand.

WHY IS THIS RESEARCH BEING DONE?

Health Canada is supporting healthcare renewal through health human resource innovation and interprofessional practice. Recent legislation mandates hospitals to ensure positive patient experiences, high quality care delivery, and recognize and support health care providers in improving care access and delivery based on scientific evidence. There has been increased employment of hospital-based NP as a health human resource role innovation in Ontario with little research evidence to support or describe the role on interprofessional teams. It is important to identify if the NP role is perceived to enhance access to care, care quality, and positive patient outcomes, and explore NP processes that contribute to interprofessional teamwork. This knowledge can aid executive team members within hospitals in decisions on service delivery models and team membership, and aid NPs in developing effective roles.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?

The purpose of this study is to critically explore NP and team members’ perceptions of the value an NP provides to interprofessional teamwork and patient care delivery in Ontario hospitals. In so doing to gain an understanding of meaning and actions of the NP role within interprofessional practice and the impact of this role on the quality of patient care delivery. The final product of the study is anticipated to be a substantive theory of NP interprofessional practice to aid in education, employment, policy development, and effective role integration.
WHO WILL BE PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY?

Nurse Practitioners, with any of the College of Nurses of Ontario registered specialty certificates, working in clinical roles in hospitals across Ontario will be invited to participate in this study. A minimum of three focus groups will be held across Ontario for NPs working at academic and community, acute and rehabilitation/complex care hospitals. If you are registered in the extended class of nursing, working in a hospital-based clinical role as a NP and have been in the role for one or more years, then you are eligible to participate.

WHAT WILL MY RESPONSIBILITIES BE IF I TAKE PART IN THE STUDY?

If you volunteer to participate in this study, we will ask you to do the following:

- Participate in one 60-90 minute focus group with other NPs.

You indicate your voluntary agreement to participate by attending a focus group and providing your responses. You do not waive any rights by attending a focus group.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS?

There are no known harms or risk to your participation in this study. Anonymity and confidentiality will be maintained. If you wish to leave the focus group you can feel free to do so at any time. Focus group members are asked to keep everything they hear confidential and not to discuss it outside of the meeting. However, we cannot guarantee that group members will maintain confidentiality.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE BENEFITS FOR ME AND/OR FOR SOCIETY?

The overall benefits of this study will be to inform stakeholders of hospital-based NP practices, especially in relation to interprofessional practice. The findings will add to the limited knowledge of Canadian hospital-based NP roles within the context of interprofessional practice. The findings may assist hospital executives in decisions on service delivery models and team membership, hospital leaders in supporting full integration of NPs on hospital teams, policy makers in legislation changes, academia in revision of NP education, and NPs in implementing new roles. The findings will result in benefits for hospital patients, the interprofessional team, and the healthcare system. The findings also have the potential to uncover working concepts and hypotheses to be used in further studies.

WHAT IF I DO NOT WANT TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY?

It is important for you to know that participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate, refuse to answer any questions, or withdraw from the study at any time with no effect on your employment or membership within NP affiliated groups.

WHAT INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT PRIVATE?

The fact that you are taking part in the study will be kept confidential. Your information will not be shared with anyone. All participants will be encouraged to maintain confidentiality but this cannot be guaranteed. All personal information such as your name
will be removed from the data. All information will be securely stored in a locked filing cabinet in a locked office. When the results of the study are published or presented at scientific meetings, your name will not be used and there will be no way that you can be identified. No information that discloses your identity will be released or published without your explicit consent to the disclosure. However, data with no identifying information will be retained for further analysis in the future. As a participant, if you would like to receive a copy of the overall results of this study please put your name and contact information on a blank piece of paper and give it to the interviewer at the focus group session.

All information collected during the study will be stored until the completion of the study and the findings have been released. Your personal information will be destroyed within one year after the study is complete. Audio tapes will be destroyed at the completion of the study. Electronic data and paper based data sheets and analysis will be kept secured and destroyed through shredding or deletion and file removal ten years after publication of the study results. Representatives of The University of Western Ontario Health Sciences Research Ethics Board may contact you or require access to your study-related records to monitor the conduct of the research.

CAN PARTICIPATION IN THE STUDY END EARLY?
Yes, however, any information you have provided up to the point at which you withdraw can be used in the study. You may decide at any time that you do not want to be in the focus group. If you withdraw from the focus group, this will in no way affect you as an employee or member of NP affiliated groups. You also may refuse to answer any questions you don’t want to answer and still remain in the study.

WILL I BE PAID TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY?
There is no payment for participation in this study. You will be provided complementary refreshments at the focus group.

WILL THERE BE ANY COSTS?
Your participation in the study will not involve any additional costs to you.

IF I HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS, WHOM CAN I CALL?
If you have any questions about the research now or later, please contact Tina Hurlock-Chorostecki, or Dr. Cheryl Forchuk.

If you have any questions regarding your rights as a study participant, or the conduct of the study you may contact the Office of Research Ethics.

Please initial the bottom of each page to indicate you have read it.

This letter of information is yours to keep.

Christina (Tina) Hurlock-Chorostecki, PhD(c), NP-Adult

Doctoral Candidate
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Email Letter of Permission: Journal of Interprofessional Care
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From: "Hunter, Dawn"
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Appendix E: Team Focus Group Interview Tool.

Semi-Structured Interview Guide

Team Focus Groups

Welcome to our focus group for the project Integration of Specialty Nurse Practitioners into the Ontario Health Care System. You have volunteered to participate in a focus group to share your ideas around the nurse practitioner/advanced practice nursing role on your unit. In this session we will refer to them as NP/APN.

The project Research Assistant, [name], is here today to provide administrative support. The focus group facilitator is Tina Hurlock-Chorostecki, who is leading the evaluation of the project.

This session will be recorded and transcribed for analysis as part of the evaluation. You will not be identified by name in any report or publication of this material. You will be identified by profession (e.g. nurse, respiratory therapist). You are free to get up and walk around during the session and to leave at any time. The session will last approximately 60 minutes and may end earlier depending on the group discussion.

We have a list of questions we will ask. From the responses of the group we will ask additional questions to help clarify any additional information. Please feel free to add any additional information.

1. Please describe your experience in working with nurse practitioner/advanced practice nurses in general and on your unit.
2. Has the experience now and/or previously been positive or negative?
3. Why have the NP/APN role in your unit?
4. How does NP/APN role influence pt care?
5. What are key attributes of NP/APN role?

Prompts may include:

a. Describe your view of the impact the NP/APN role has on the functioning of the team in your area.
b. What is your view of the impact of the NP/APN role on communication around patient care?
c. What is your view of the impact of the NP/APN on bringing forward best practices (evidence-based care)?

d. What is your view of the impact of the NP/APN role on patient continuity of care?

e. Does the NP/APN role impact of access to care for the patients and team members?

6. How does the team react to NP/APN role?

7. What are the biggest barriers to the influence of the NP/APN?

8. What helps make the NP/APN role successful?

9. What is the impact of nursing leadership on the NP/APN role – local Director?

10. Do you have anything further you would like to add?
Appendix F: NP Focus Group Interview Tool.

Semi-Structured Interview Guide

NP Focus Groups

Welcome to our focus group for the project Hospital-based NP practice: An exploration of interprofessional teams. You have volunteered to participate in a focus group to share your perceptions of the value and socio-political positioning of your role and to share your thoughts on an interpretation of team perceptions of the nurse practitioner role.

My name is Tina Hurlock-Chorostecki. I am leading the evaluation of the project and will be the facilitator of the focus group today.

This session will be recorded and transcribed for analysis as part of the evaluation. You will not be identified by name in any report or publication of this material. You will be identified only by the name you wish to provide. You are free to get up and walk around during the session. You are free to leave at any time. The session will last approximately 60 to 90 minutes and may end earlier depending on the group discussion. If you wish further information on this study, please sign the sheet on the table. The bookmark you have been provided has the url for a weblog. I will be posting information on this regularly. Please visit it to review the model as it is changing and feel free to make comments.

The goal of this session is to gain your perceptions of your role and to elicit your thoughts of an interpretation of perceptions of team members from previous focus groups. I will start by asking you to introduce yourself by a first name, your NP specialty certificate, years of practice as an NP, and your work environment (program name and inpatient, outpatient or both). I invite dialogue related to your thoughts of the value of your NP role. Stories that illustrate your comments are welcomed. I have a list of prompts I may use to encourage reflection and dialogue. From the responses of the group I may ask additional questions to help clarify information shared. Please feel free to add any information you feel is relevant. Later in the time allotted I will share with you an
interpretation of the NP role value as perceived by team members at previous focus groups and invite your comments and reflection on this interpretation.

Are there any questions before we begin?

Introduction: Please state your first name, your NP specialty certificate, years of NP practice, and place of work (program and inpatient/outpatient). (round table introductions – I will start)

1. I would like to explore your perceptions of the value your role. Please describe the value your role brings to the patients and families in your care and the interprofessional team members you work with.
2. What does interprofessional practice mean to you?
3. Please describe how you act interprofessionally. What does this mean to you, your patients, your team members, your management team?
4. Please describe challenges or situations that impact your ability to practice interprofessionally. What makes this a challenge/benefit for you?
5. Where do you believe you fit within the organization of the team? What do you experience (hear, see, read) that leads you to this position within the team? These may include social relations, public opinion, media generated opinion, language (inclusive or exclusive), personal passion, policies, or history of the role.
6. What actions do you engage in to create or adjust your position within the team?
7. Do you have anything further you wish to add?

*Note: results from phase one may alter or add prompts to this list to foster depth and clarity of emerging themes.

(After personal dialogue of role value)

I would like to now share with you the interpretation of the hospital employed NP role arising from my analysis of 24 focus groups of hospital team members. I invite your thoughts and comments, both positive and negative, related to this preliminary interpretation. Please feel free to share your initial “gut feelings” as well as reflective insights.

Additional prompts if required:

1. What in this interpretation resonates with you as a realistic view of the NP role?
2. What do you feel is missing or understated in the interpretation that is important to you?
3. Any additional comments?
Appendix G: Research Study Quality.

Quality of this research study is established using the criteria of credibility, originality, resonance, and usefulness as described by Charmaz (2006). Quality of the first phase of the study was described in Chapter 3. The following chart extends this information to include processes used throughout the entire study to ensure quality research.

Table 8: Research Quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Approach used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Credibility       | • Open ended questions were used during interviews to reduce researcher influence on participants.  
                      • Interview questions were altered to address participant responses and aid in extracting details of emerging concepts.  
                      • A large range of participant types were invited to increase richness of data beyond the NP and the nursing-medicine dyad.  
                      • A wide variety of hospital types, program specialties, and interprofessional team members were invited to foster credible application of findings.  
                      • Transcription and first level coding were done immediately following interviews to support theoretical sampling.  
                      • Theoretical sampling of literature emerged from data of potentially known concepts. Theoretical sampling of NP participants emerged from data of missing and understated concepts.  
                      • Standard questions were used throughout constant comparison to create depth of meaning and highlight where theoretical sampling should occur.  
                      • Researcher memoing was done regularly to enable explicit understanding of sensitizing concepts that trigger theoretical thoughts, to highlight researcher perspective influence, and increase abstraction of emerging concepts.  
                      • Peer checking with the principal investigator of the previous study, advanced practice nurses experts, and NPs ensured a balance of researcher interpretation with reality. |
| Originality       | • Researcher use of standard questions to ask of the data maintained a focus on the study intent.  
                      • Researcher memoing immediately following an interview noted data of new interest or surprise to be explored further.  
                      • Team member perspective was coded first and enabled openness to an interpretive frame that was not the researchers. |
- Emerging concepts that challenged researcher preconceptions were addressed.
- Extant literature explored throughout analysis highlighted fit within current literature or a fresh insight.
- Inviting comments from advanced practice nurse experts, and interprofessional experts encouraged insights into new conceptual rendering.

**Resonance**

- Exploring privilege and power provided opportunities to interpret tacit processes.
- Principal investigator of the previous study concurred the concepts within the team perspective framework resonated with participant voices.
- NP reflection on the team perspective framework suggested the early framework made sense to NPs.
- Presentation of the emerging HB NP IP theory to multiple NPs revealed acceptance the framework resonated with them.
- Theoretical sampling of extant literature linked emerging concepts with leadership, mentoring, education, trust, and legitimacy.
- Researcher theoretical sensitivity to interprofessional collaboration and teamwork aided in identifying concept properties similar to interprofessional literature.
- Comparison of framework concepts to interprofessional theory aided in exploring links to current knowledge.

**Usefulness**

- Category priorities within the emerging HB NP IP theory were determined through quality of discussions as well as quantity thereby ensuring useful application.
- The emerging HB NP IP theory remains focused on process grounded in participant experiences enabling its use within everyday practice.
- Clear identification of points of view enables usefulness of the emerging HB NP IP theory to multiple roles.
- Clear descriptions of processes related to categories enhance application within everyday practice.
- Described antecedents and consequences provide guides to practice.
- Comparison of the HB NP conceptual framework with interprofessional theory increases transferability of the knowledge beyond that of the participants.

## Appendix H: HB NP IP Practice Theory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category: Role value meaning.</th>
<th>Focus on Team Working</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definition:</strong></td>
<td>• Engaging multiple professionals, working together or with other programs, to coordinate patient care and education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Importance:</strong></td>
<td>• Builds an engaged team working toward quality patient care. ²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why actions are constructed.</td>
<td>• Supports efficient use of professional roles. ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-requisites:</strong></td>
<td>• Trust. ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inclusion/appreciation. ²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Related sub-categories:</strong></td>
<td>• Enable team efficiency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How actions are constructed.</td>
<td>• Working together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Filter &amp; assess knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Legitimate voice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Properties:</strong></td>
<td>• Clinical actions that keep the NP available to team members. Actions that maintain a repository of patient information and broad system resources. Use of communication that links professionals and ensures timely, accurate, and problem solving information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Actions that enable respectful bridging of professional boundaries to fill gaps and to improve team efficiency. Actions to engage team members in changing levels of IP work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Actions that seek opportunities for knowledge to support team needs. Actions that provide education to team members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Clinical actions that require an expanding scope of practice to move care decisions forward in a timely manner. Actions that negotiate clarity of NP authority to make clinical decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Actions to develop and maintain trust in role and person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examples:</strong></td>
<td>Consistent presence ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Available ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Know the healthcare system ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Act as a resource for team ¹, ²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Follow up with patient issues and team concerns ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Have a focus on solving issues ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus on key issues ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Address issues quickly ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Know team roles ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordinate care ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connect with team members ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use team member knowledge and skills to their maximum ²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acknowledge team member perspective as important ²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create connections between teams ¹, ²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintain knowledge of the patient and changing plan of care over time ¹, ²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fill gaps
Engage in conflict resolution
Invite team member perspectives
Display confidence in team member knowledge, values expertise
Read, critique, & disseminate new knowledge
Provide formal/informal education
Resource for understanding plan of care, explains rationale
Ensure evidence based practice
Negotiate role overlap, balance extent of actions
Lead change
Authorized diagnosis, diagnostic testing, referral, prescribing

Outcomes:
• Efficient use of team member time.
• Timely care delivery changes.
• Increased patient safety when gaps are minimized.
• Improved patient flow through the healthcare system.
• Smooth transitions between levels of IP work required based on situation urgency.
• Reduced errors.
• Enhanced collaboration.

Note: 1 = team member perspective; 2 = NP perspective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category: Evolve the Role &amp; Advance the Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Role value meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why actions are constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related sub-categories:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create &amp; evolve the role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions of seeking knowledge to support evidence-based and best practice. Actions supporting development and implementation of guidelines, policies, and other supportive documents. Actions that seek out opportunities to gain or share knowledge to support specialty advancement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader related actions aimed to examine, strategize, and enact changes to assist in attaining organizational efficiency goals. Actions of leading special projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and mentoring for new NP roles, NP students, and NP graduates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Leadership activities $^{1,2}$
Research activities $^{1,2}$
Filter and assess knowledge available (be aware of new evidence) $^{1,2}$
Knowledge Translation activities: Keep team up to date, share knowledge outside team (across organizations, province, nation) $^1$
Participate or lead program change $^1$
Ensure evidence-based or best practices $^{1,2}$
Know the broader healthcare system, build a network for knowledge $^1$
Be a resource for more than tasks $^2$
Advocate for Team Member roles $^2$
Flex time & responsibilities to address gaps $^1$
Reduce duplication of care $^2$
Listen to those outside team (community) $^2$
Connect with community healthcare providers $^2$
Be actively involved in big picture (program vision, hospital vision) $^{1,2}$
Explore outside of program for ways to change approaches $^2$
Participate in Quality Improvement activities (program/hospital) $^2$
Push boundaries $^2$
Lead or represent on committees (within the program/hospital/LHIN) $^2$
Champion projects $^2$
Create trust in role and self $^1$
Actively participate in creation of new NP roles $^2$
Mentor other NPs and nurses $^2$
Accept/request mentoring $^2$
Evolve personal specialty practice and NP practice in general $^{1,2}$
Be willing and flexible to change role $^{1,2}$
Prepare incoming NPs for high level of accountability $^2$
Maintain nursing in NP practice $^2$
Communicate knowledge and needs between system or organization and clinical practice $^{1,2}$

Outcomes:
- Improved healthcare delivery
- Enhanced knowledge between organizational and clinical goals
- Timely practice change based in evidence or best practice
- Increased care quality and safety with gap reduction
- NP role satisfaction and sustainment
- NP role understanding (improved team acceptance, improved role flexibility supported)
- Improved NP role integration
- Addressed managerial and informational tensions and privileges
- Improved NP role flexibility (Manager influence)

Note: $^1$ = team member perspective; $^2$ = NP perspective.
## Hold Patient Care Together

### Definition:
- Applying system knowledge and direct patient care approaches to focus on returning patients to intact meaningful lives.

### Importance:
- Reduces gaps in patient care and improves safety.\(^1,2\)
- Provides consistency for team member roles.\(^1\)
- Improves patient flow through the healthcare system and reduces recidivism.\(^1,2\)

### Related subcategories:
- Knowledge broker for patient & family.
- Reducing patient/family burden.
- Legitimate voice.

### Properties:
- Clinical actions to monitor and solve patient issues. Actions of authorized decision-making, diagnosing, testing, prescribing, referring including follow-up tests and plans.
- Actions of communication with patient and family. Actions focused on social determinants of health, holistic care.
- Actions to maintain a repository of information of the patient, their needs, and response to treatment.
- Actions to link patients beyond the NP specialty across the healthcare spectrum.

### Examples:
- Solve patient issues\(^1\)
- Move plan of care forward\(^1,2\)
- Quickly focus on key issue\(^1\)
- Create trust with patient & family\(^2\)
- Resource for team questions & care suggestions\(^1\)
- Problem solving (diagnosis, diagnostic testing, prescribe, refer)\(^1,2\)
- Accountable for follow up\(^1\)
- Connect with patient & family\(^1\)
- Consistent person for patient & family\(^1,2\)
- Communicate with patient & family at their level of understanding\(^1\)
- Reduce family frustrations with visibility and communication\(^1,2\)
- Resolve patient & family concerns\(^1\)
- Know patient (health issues, coping, needs) and response to care\(^1,2\)
- Monitor subtle patient changes\(^1\)
- Maintain knowledge of patient and family issues\(^1\)
- Follow up with patient & family concerns\(^1\)
- Provide holistic patient care (include social determinants of health, life style choices, quality of life, and patient choice for hospital care)\(^1,2\)
- Know healthcare system to enable successful transition to community level of care\(^2\)
- Coordinate transition to community care\(^2\)
- Create an NP network\(^2\)
- Set up patient with appropriate services (in hospital)\(^2\)
- Gain and use knowledge of other specialties to aid in whole patient care\(^2\)
Gain knowledge of and use community services ²
Make community referrals ²
Expedite referrals ¹, ²
Address prevention and management of health and co-morbidities as well as acute specialty care ²

Outcomes:
- Reduced adverse events and errors
- Reduced gaps
- Reduced patient and family anxiety / frustration with timely care decisions
- Patient & family satisfaction with care
- Facilitates patient flow across the healthcare system
- Facilitates patient flow within the hospital
- Seamless patient transitions
- Reduced recidivism

Note: 1 = team member perspective; 2 = NP perspective.

Figure 4: HB NP IP Practice Theory.
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